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TFTW 20th Anniversary

Stay safe everybody
Dickie Tapp sells John’s book
John Howard goes out to a festival
Nick Cobban writes about our anniversary show
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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A LIVELY AND DETAILED EXPLORATION OF THE HISTORY
OF THE BLUES FROM THE 1940s TO THE 1990s IN THE
CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS
"Larry Simon and John Broven display the rich
tapestry of New York blues, with threads from
Georgia, Florida, and Texas twining with Harlem,
Brooklyn, and Greenwich Village. The voices are
notably varied, from little known neighbourhood
favourites to million-selling songwriters, and
range across the jazz, rock, soul, and folk scenes.
The result is half history, half family reunion; a
warm and vibrant survey that reminds me of old
favourites and inspires me to check out some
artists I should know better."
- Elijah Wald, musician and author of Escaping the
Delta, How the Beatles Destroyed Rock'n'Roll, and
Dylan Goes Electric!
"A really important book! Larry Simon, John
Broven, and others have done a fine job with this
first book ever on the history of New York City
blues"
- Paul Oscher (1947-2021), Muddy
harmonica player from 1967 to 1971.

Waters'

New York City Blues is an oral history conveyed through the words of the performers themselves
and through the photographs of Robert Schaffer, supplemented by the input of Val Wilmer, Paul
Harris, and Richard Tapp. The book also features the work of award-winning author John Broven.
Along with writing a history of New York blues for the introduction, Broven contributes interviews
with Rose Marie McCoy, "Doc" Pomus, Billy Butler, and Billy Bland. Some of the artists interviewed
by Larry Simon include Paul Oscher, John Hammond Jr., Rosco Gordon, Larry Dale, Bob Gaddy,
"Wild" Jimmy Spruill, and record man Bobby Robinson. Also featured are over 160 photographs,
including those by respected photographers Anton Mikofsky. Wilmer, and Harris.

Special Offer to Woodies!
Books are available at a special price direct from Woodie, Dickie Tapp.

U.K. (inc. p&p):

£20

Europe (inc. p&p): £25
Payment by cheque to: A.R. Tapp, 75 Potters Lane, Burgess Hill, RH15 9JT, U.K. Or by PayPal to
dickietapp@googlemail.com but please 'gift' your payment as there is no margin to absorb
PayPal's transaction fees. Remember to include your address.
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Keith’s birthday cake
caused a sudden rise in
global warming on Sunday
and Keith had to be put on
oxygen after trying to blow
the candles out so please
“ HOLD THE THIRD PAGE! ”
Greetings Gang to the autumnal edition of
. “Autumn” some may cry out,
what happened to Summer?
made it out on time as always, however weather wise just us in
the south east saw some glorious sunny seaside bound days.
As you can see from the cover page, our 20th Anniversary Of Tales From The Woods was indeed
a party, an artistic success, certainly. Thank you for all the kind words received via email, telephone
and text. Thank you also to all those partying folk who braved the still relevant pandemic fears to
board trains heading into the capital from as far afield as North and South Yorkshire and South
Wales; the home counties were well represented too. Many still held very understandable fears and
sent their heartfelt apologies, and we here at
do truly understand.
You can read reviews of the show elsewhere within these pages, just to say from a promotional
point of view, we certainly had more than our fair share of obstacles thrown at us on the day and
weeks leading up to the event. Our hugely conscientious box office lady, Elena, fell victim to a
tummy bug hours prior to the show, so a massive thank you to membership secretary Ken Major for
stepping into Elena’s high heels to perform her unenviable task, which he shared with our “Keeper
Of The Clipboard” Richard Miles, who so studiously clutched that aforementioned clipboard, keeping
a sharp eye so that no unwanted intruder should invade the sound checks and rehearsal prior to
showtime via either the front or back doors.
Sadly the event could neither be filmed nor recorded due to both pandemic fears and personal
domestics. The biggest blow came when a desperate call came through in the afternoon from one
of our headliners, Graham Fenton, advising us that he is under lockdown in a hotel in Holland due
to a member of Matchbox (the band of which Graham is a member) being tested positive for Covid.
However
Stage Manager Harry, the best in the business, donned his cape and flew into action,
rearranging the running order, to accommodate the deeply apologetic Graham. We shall of course
see the rockabilly rebel Graham Fenton at another
show in the near future.
Particularly given the amount of artists on the bill, it was a very long day for soundman Dan Pye
from before midday, lasting for Dan most likely to the approach of midnight. Our deepest gratitude
to Dan.
A special round of applause for singer Garry Mills, a special guest on the show. These days artists
will cancel a show for simply having a cold, but just a week or two prior to the show Garry’s son
passed away in the most tragic of circumstances imaginable, yet this show business veteran, a
believer in the old fashioned values of “the show must go on” out of loyalty to us too he came out
and performed on the show, an incredibly brave man indeed. A special round of applause from us
all Garry at
, we are deeply moved.
Nigel “Bayou Boogie” Bewley, our DJ on the night, did a fine job, playing the
sounds to suit the mood, complementing the varied artists and music on display
at the show, stepping in at short notice too, for John “Mr Angry” Howard who
was presented unexpectedly with an unavoidable family shindig.
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All I can say now gang is, “Here’s to the next time”; now who used to say that on the radio, when I
was just a whippersnapper, when the living room armchair was as high as a mountain in a picture
book?

























Sadly we had to say farewell to one of veteran members, a man who
has been an eager and loyal Woodie from our earliest days. Tony
Annis passed away from bladder cancer upon 16th September. Tony
joined us way back in 2006 at Skiffle 50, our first major central London
event at the Water Rats in Kings Cross.
The following year saw us at the 100 Club for the first of the long running
2is Reunion shows, Tony performed on that hallowed stage, paying
tribute to the skiffle group of which he was a member the Blue Jeans
(not to be confused with The Swinging Blue Jeans of the decade that
followed).
Although Tony’s flirtation with playing music was brief, he never lost the
passion for all things music of the 1950s. A lifetime career working in
film and television followed. In retirement Tony, still restless for new
ventures, set up a website devoted to the area in which he then resided, Portobello. It proved to be
hugely successful, confirming beyond doubt that there is far more to this near central west London
quarter than ludicrously over priced antiques and forgeries aplenty run by charlatans in both shops
and market stalls.
The area indeed suited Tony, as he very much came from a bohemian background, his mother was
a night club singer during the interwar years and performed throughout much of North Africa,
although Tangiers was the family home for many years.
Tony went on to have a large extended family that seem to stretch around the world, some seven
years Tony found love again, marrying his childhood sweetheart, Deanna, rekindling a relationship
that had seen many decades pass and vastly different lives. They bought a yacht, spent a few very
happy relaxing years sailing around a fair piece of the globe.
Among Tony’s many talents were that of photographer and he became, along with the sadly late
Paul Harris,
official photographer. Certainly a showbiz family too, as his
sister is the renowned film, stage and television actor Francesca Annis.
Tony will be sadly missed by us all at
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As I was preparing this column for issue 123, sad news from across the Atlantic that
the man generally regarded as the king of swamp pop, a true legendary figure of
Louisiana music has left us, Warren Storm, who passed away from complications
due to contracting Covid, aged 84 upon 8th September. Performing virtually till this
disgusting disease cut him suddenly down, by all accounts from our many friends
down in Cajun country, voice as strong as ever, as enthusiastic about his music as
when his career as drummer, singer began in the 1950s, with his first hit the
perennial “Prisoners Song”. We shall be giving this influential artist’s life in music its
full due in the next issue of
magazine.

























There can’t be too many people on this planet who were not made aware of the passing of Rolling
Stones drummer for close to 60 years, Charlie Watts. Media coverage in the press, television, radio
and on-line was indeed deservedly substantial. The quiet Jazz loving drummer who never
participated in the excess associated with the band, exaggerated or otherwise, as Charlie said in
an interview upon the publication of band member Keith Richard’s autobiography, 50% fabrication,
50% aforementioned exaggeration.
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Whatever the truth, Charlie preferred to go home to his wife and family rather than party through the
night when on one of those countless tours.
Yours truly got to see the Rolling Stones three times, the first
two occasions were at the briefly fashionable Club Noreik on
the corner of Seven Sisters Road and Tottenham High Road.
The first occasion was around the time that their first single
was released, a rather unexceptional cover of Chuck Berry’s
B side “Come On”; on the second time their version of the
Lennon and McCartney composition “I Wanna Be Your Man”
had entered the charts. By this time it cost an entire £1 to
enter through the doors of this former flea pit cinema that now played host to many a face that
wanted to preen and peacock.
It’s a long way from this suburban hangout to a capacity Wembley Stadium and it was here that I
would see the Rolling Stones again, during the 1980s. Two decades and a few years had passed,
the late J. Geils Band were in support, football stadiums or arenas are far from my favourite way to
enjoy music, however it was a great day, weather was kind, as was the sound.

























Time and space does not allow us in this issue to pay due respects to the passing of yet more pivotal
figures in the world of roots music, however in future issues we will indeed try our very best. Doowop said farewell to Willie Winfield, lead singer of the Harptones who died on July 27th at age 91.
Rockabilly/Country singer who, like so many of his contemporaries, found recognition and a certain
amount of fame later in life, Al Hendrix, labelled America’s lost rocker died aged 86 upon 23rd July.
August 10th saw the passing of the last surviving member of Bill Haley’s original Comets,
saxophonist Joey Ambrose who was 87, a series of bad falls had led to brain bleeds which led to
his death.
We here at
pages.

look forward to paying homage to all these artists within our

Inaugurated into Cleveland's Rock'n'Roll Hall Of Fame in 1986, the Everly
Brothers were unquestionably the most popular sibling act in the genre's history,
and Phil's older brother Don Everly passed away at home in Nashville on August
21, 2021, aged 84.
The brothers came from a musical family; father Ike and mother Margaret were
both performers, and their first child, Isaac Donald Everly, was born in Brownie,
Muhlenberg County, Kentucky on February 1, 1937, Phil arriving two years
later. The Everly family secured a radio show on radio stations KMA and KFNF,
in Shenandoah, Iowa in the mid '40s and in 1953 left Iowa to move to Knoxville,
Tennessee; here Don and Phil landed a job on Cas Walker's Farm and Home show, a local variety
slot broadcast on both TV and radio.
They caught the attention of family friend Chet Atkins, who suggested a move to Nashville for the
brothers, promising a recording deal for the Columbia label; this they did, and a single soon resulted
in 1956, "Keep-A Lovin' Me"/"The Sun Keeps Shinin'" but it made no impact sales-wise. Atkins then
introduced the Everlys to Wesley Rose, of the Acuff-Rose music publishing firm, who secured the
brothers a recording deal with Archie Bleyer's Cadence label. Don and Phil were offered a tune by
staff writers Felice & Boudleaux Bryant entitled "Bye Bye Love" - apparently numerous established
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country singers had already turned the song down - and they gave it a try. They were rewarded with
a huge smash hit on both sides of the Atlantic and, in the words of their debut album, they were "off
and running".
Over the next three years the brothers racked up a massive run of hits with Cadence, such as "Wake
Up Little Susie", "Bird Dog", " Problems", "When Will I Be Loved'" and "All I Have To Do Is Dream".
At the end of 1959, however, the Everlys moved to Warner Brothers, where 1960's "Cathy's Clown"
continued their hit streak for the next two years; Wesley Rose and the Everly Brothers were indeed
a hit-making force, but dark clouds appeared on the horizon during 1961. Don and Phil fell out with
Rose during the recording of their version of the standard "Temptation"; he was incensed at the
brothers cutting a tune he hadn't written, therefore missing out on composer royalties, and when the
brothers stood their ground, Rose cut the Acuff-Rose ties. They made up in 1964, but thanks to the
British Invasion the music scene had changed beyond all recognition (mind you, always popular in
the UK, Don and Phil scored big hits here with "The Price Of Love" and a version of Mickey and
Sylvia's "Love Is Strange" in 1965).
Over the rest of the '60s, Don and Phil continued to tour and record
prolifically (cutting good quality material for the most part) and
although a move to RCA in the early '70s yielded some more good
recorded material, Don was clearly getting fed up with being an Everly
Brother, doing a set solely of hits at gigs; things came to a head at a
show at Knotts Berry Farm, in Buena Park, California, on July 14,
1973 where at one point Phil threw his guitar down on the stage and
stormed off, leaving Don to finish the show. They announced a
Everly Brothers reunion,
Piccadilly, 19-09-83
reunion show early in 1983, did it at the Royal Albert Hall in London
© Paul Harris
on September 23 of that year, cut three well-received albums for
Mercury between 1984 and 1988, toured extensively again until the mid '90s.
As far as solo activity goes, Don recorded three albums, the first a self-titled collection for the Ode
label in 1970; the second, "Sunset Towers" again on Ode, appeared in mid-1974, then a final set
appeared, "Brother Jukebox", hitting the record shops, on Hickory, in 1977. Following Phil's death
in 2014, Don - who never really came to terms with his brother's passing - attended and performed
at the Annual Music Masters, on a Rock'n'Roll Hall Of Fame tribute to the Everlys; his final
performance onstage was a guest appearance with Paul Simon on Simon's farewell tour in Nashville
in 2018, when they duetted on "Bye Bye Love". R.I.P.
Brian Clark

A great American songstress, Nanci Griffith was born in
Seguin, one of the oldest towns in Texas, on 6th July 1953.
The youngest of three children - both her sister and brother
played piano - Nanci was drawn to the guitar and made her
professional debut at a coffeehouse in Austin whilst barely in
her teens. Early influences included folkies Woody Guthrie,
Pete Seeger, The Weavers and Odetta. Also fellow Texans
Buddy Holly & The Crickets and Townes Van Zandt, plus
such singer-songwriters as Johnny Cash, The Everly
Brothers, Tom Russell and Tom Waits.
After earning a degree in education at the University of Texas
she did a little teaching by day and played in local bars by
night, before taking the plunge to embark on a full-time career in music. Her first two LP releases
on small local labels in 1978 and 1982, mainly consisted of her own songs and although sales were
limited they did earn her beneficial media attention.
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Griffith cemented her growing reputation as a very promising singer-songwriter, straddling the
bridge between folk and country music, with her next two album releases on a larger label, Once in
a Very Blue Moon and Last of the True Believers. Nominated for a Grammy the latter contained her
notable composition Love at the Five and Dime, the tale of a Woolworth’s store assistant and her
steel guitar playing beau. Covered by Kathy Mattea it became a number three country single.
Signed to the major MCA in 1987, her next release, Lone Star State of Mind, with its energetic title
track was the first Nanci Griffith LP I bought.
In 1993 she won a Best Contemporary Folk Album Grammy for Other Voices, Other Rooms, and
received another nomination the following year for Flyer, both of which came out on the Elektra
label. Several subsequent albums met with some success, her final release appearing in 2012.
On stage she would often introduce her songs with little
anecdotes, doing so in a homely manner as if speaking
to a few friends rather than a large audience. She had big
warm brown eyes and a heart-shaped face with a cute,
cheeky smile. That lilting chirpy voice singing her wellcrafted songs and interpreting those of others is a joy to
remember.
Nanci Caroline Griffith passed away in Nashville,
Tennessee on 13th August 2021, age 68.
Lee Wilkinson
ROYAL ALBERT HALL – Nanci Griffith
As originally published in The Stage and Television Today, June 17, 1993
As a talented singer/songwriter in her own right Nanci Griffith may be seen as something of an
enigma, being only too ready to acknowledge her influences by interpreting the work of those who
inspired her music as a girl growing up in Austin, Texas in the sixties.
Her latest album, her tenth, is a collection of other peoples’ songs performed together with artists of
the calibre of Bob Dylan, Chet Atkins and Emmylou Harris.
This tour is structured around the album and Griffith rather over enthusiastically gushes about all
those around her, from the members of her own band to the special guests she introduces. First up
came folk singer Carolyn Hester who was instrumental in bringing Dylan to the notice of Columbia
records, followed by Ralph McTell who wrote Griffith’s new single From Clare To Here.
In between, Griffith’s clarity of voice shone through on Julie Gold’s From A Distance, John Prine’s
Speed Of The Sound Of Loneliness and the late Kate Wolf’s Across The Great Divide. Her own
story telling aptitude was apparent on the self-penned social themes Trouble In The Fields and It’s
A Hard Life (which she described as “the most important song I’ve ever written”), the lilting Listen
To The Radio and the upbeat Ford Econoline. With articulate presentation and the graceful
accompaniment of the accomplished Blue Moon Orchestra, together they held the undivided
attention of the audience for a two hour musical experience.
As a performer Griffith is good enough to leave the sweetness of her own voice and music to display
the qualities that led to her being dubbed the Queen of Folkabilly, her special guests being
somewhat superfluous.
Lee Wilkinson

One of Louisiana's most highly under-rated R&B female vocalists, Carol Fran was born Carol Martin
in Lafayette, Louisiana, on October 23, 1933. She started singing locally with Don Conway's band
in her teens, and later moved to New Orleans where she married saxman Bob Francois, who
inspired her stage surname.
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She established a strong reputation on the local circuit, even
undertook a tour of Mexico, and on returning signed with the
Excello label in 1957. Though her debut single, "Emmett Lee"
did quite well in the South sales-wise, three further 45s all
flopped (including "Knock Knock", which has been strongly
revived in recent years by the UK vocalist Sister Suzie), and
in the late '50s/early '60s not only did she sing at gigs with
Guitar Slim, Nappy Brown, Lee Dorsey and Joe Tex, but she
met for the first time guitarist Clarence Holliman, who was to
play a major part in Carol's life later on.
1962 saw Fran signed to the Lyric label, where she cut a
deeply soulful version of "The Great Pretender", and a little while after she recorded a slew of good
material for the Jubilee subsidiary Port, including a powerful take of "Crying In The Chapel" in 1964.
She tried again for chart success in 1967 with the Roulette label, with a rendition of Brook Benton's
"So Close", but such success was once again elusive.
For the next fifteen years or so Carol worked the local club circuit until,
in 1982, she met with Clarence Holliman again, they fell in love and
married the following year and the pair relocated to Texas, where they
gigged regularly throughout the '80s. The early '90s saw them signed
to the Blacktop label, for whom they cut two albums, "Soul Sensation"
(1992) and "See There!" (1994); a third Fran/Holliman collection, "It's
About Time", appeared on JSP in 2000. A popular act on the European
festival scene, they played London's 100 Club
in 1993.
Following Holliman's death later in 2000, Fran
moved back to Lafayette, releasing "Frantastic" on the small Sono label in
2001. Award-wise she was a recipient of the 2013 National Heritage
Fellowship awarded by the National Endowment For The Arts (considered
as the highest honour bestowed upon an artist in the folk and traditional
arts in America). Carol Fran died on September 1, 2021 from post-COVID
complications, aged 87. R.I.P.
Brian Clark

LIVIN’ UP NORF' – LONDON THAT IS!
(Musical Memories of a sixties teenager)
The late fifties/early sixties saw the advent of a whole new teenage culture. A generation of baby
boomers had arrived and changed the world. Music was at the heart of this new movement. London
post war was awash with dance halls and the advent of Rock’n’Roll made many proprietors realize
that here was a market waiting to be tapped.
North London could boast of several dance halls in the
late fifties and Rock’n’Roll was the saviour of many that
were heading into decline (although for many it came
too late). Soon the sounds of R&R and skiffle were the
order of the day at places like the Royal in Tottenham
where legend has it that a sixteen year old John Henry
Deighton won a national skiffle contest beating off the
likes of the Railroaders (John Deighton eventually
changed his name to Chris Farlowe and the Railroaders
eventually transformed into the Shadows!).
Tottenham Royal was undoubtedly North London's
premier dance hall and was always at the forefront in
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bringing current trends to its audience. Actor/writer Stephen Berkoff recalled in his autobiography 'every night at the Royal was dream time. You walked in as if in slow motion and got there early so
that you stood a good chance of pulling some sweet delectable creature, had a good dance and
swanned around... The Stamford Hill crowd would stand on the left-hand side and the crowd from
Tottenham on the right; there would be no mixing unless you felt cocky and wanted to fraternize; in
that case you elected yourself to the position of leading luminary and went to pay your respects.'
Another well-known North London dance hall was the Athenaeum at Muswell Hill where Emile Ford
and The Checkmates were resident at one time, later made famous in the Kinks’ seventies hit Come
Dancing although Ray Davies forgot to mention the Kinks were once booed off stage during a talent
competition there! Both dance halls were dangerous in as much as local gangs tended to hold court
and one had to be careful when off the 'manor' so to speak. (Footnote; The Athenaeum was closed
during the mid-sixties and is now a Sainsburys - that’s progress for you!)
The Majestic at Finsbury Park was another major North London dance hall which featured
everybody from Gene Vincent to the Beatles. Formerly a cinema, in its heyday the Majestic was on
the tour list of every early sixties pop star. It suffered a little due to its close proximity to the nearby
Astoria (later the Rainbow) which was a major venue on the tour circuit. The Majestic survived
longer than most (in one form or another) hosting wrestling shows, boxing and bingo before closing
(now a Lidl – anyone see a common thread here?)
There were several other smaller dance halls in evidence as I grew into my teenage years. Grays
Dance Hall in Seven Sisters Road was very popular in the late fifties. Stephen Berkoff once again
remembers 'Grays dance hall became my weekly Tuesday night session. A kind of Finsbury Park
clan gathered there... it was also the first time I glimpsed the Kray twins. They were always
immaculately turned out in dark suits and ties.'
I was too young to partake in the 'teddy boy' experiences of the late fifties but as the sixties opened,
I caught the tail end of the dance hall experience but The Royal, Majestic and Athenaeum were not
places to visit too often as they were sited in 'manors' that were none too friendly!
My first venture into a dancehall was at St Joseph's Hall on Highgate Hill. A fairly nondescript
establishment run by the local church. It had a small stage and balcony with a good sprung floor
and the one embellishment that was de rigeur for any dance hall worth its salt – a glitterball!
I can remember strutting my stuff on the floor to the sounds of Freddy Cannon, Marv Johnson,
Bobby Darin, The Everlys and of course Elvis. I thought I was the 'dog's' in my first real suit – a midgrey dog tooth with bum freezer jacket, cloth covered buttons and tight pants (9 guineas in C&A if I
remember rightly!) complemented by a pair of shiny 'semi – points' (being at school still my mother
would not buy me a pair of winklepickers so had to make do).
The down side of dance halls was the violence that seemed endemic as large gangs of youths from
different areas would 'stare each other out' across the dance floor. Fuelled by drink and often 'tooled
up' there was almost an inevitability that the night would end in violent confrontation.
When talking of North London dance halls it would be remiss of me not to mention the Irish dance
halls of which there were several. There was a huge Irish population in North London and they loved
a dance hall! There were the Galtymore and Bamba in NW London and the Buffalo in Camden
Town, not forgetting The Blarney on Tottenham Court Rd.
There were quite a few around Islington - The Round Tower Holloway, Four Provinces – Highbury (where rehearsals for
TV's Oh Boy were held), The Boston – Tufnell Park and The
Gresham – Archway.
The Gresham Ballroom was considered by many to be
London's premier Irish dance hall (apparently Tom Jones
played there in his early days). Ireland's top showbands were
booked and every weekend the place was packed to the rafters
with young Irish girls many of whom worked at London's largest
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hospital complex nearby. Although it was not a regular haunt we did venture in on occasion – on
the pull! I have many happy memories of the times I had to leg it out of the nurses' quarters (I always
seemed to get a 'good Catholic girl!').
Many of the showbands were excellent and covered the R&R, Soul tunes of the day. Erstwhile Irish
'Soul' band Margo and the Marvettes were resident at one time. The other saving grace of the
Gresham was that there was never any trouble inside – a formidable array of door staff saw to that!
The Gresham is now a Sainsbury’s (what is it with dance halls and supermarkets?)
There were many other music venues/dance halls around North London that
we graced during the sixties. Some were pretty well known such as the Manor
House (Downbeat/Bluesville) at Finsbury Park. Many well-known groups
played the Manor House (I remember Jimmy Cliff and Spencer Davis) but it
was another venue plagued by trouble and it was another spot that hosted a
gang fight leading to a fatal stabbing.
A small first floor dance venue known as The
Greenland in Camden Town (Greenland St) was
popular for a time. Over in Wood Green – The
Fishmongers Arms (previously Wood Green Jazz
Club) often featured acts such as John Mayall, Zoot
Money and Long John Baldry.
The Cambridge on the North Circular over near Edmonton was a good
place to hear live bands on a Sunday night and also in Edmonton was the
Angel where R&B and Blues bands featured in the upstairs room.
Occasionally we would drop in to Finchley Conservative Club which had a
great dance floor and featured popular bands (I remember Tony Rivers and
the Castaways there).
Up in Barnet was the Rock A Cha which was a strange little venue in a terraced street. A small hall
which (if memory serves) was once a church or church hall(?). The place used to get packed
although it was only a DJ spinning records. Every so often he would have the 'Bonanza' spot!
Heralded by the TV theme tune he would then play his record of the week before throwing it out into
the audience – inevitably a 'bundle' ensued causing absolute havoc! I remember getting my hands
on the Velvelettes – Needle in A Haystack courtesy of the Rock A Cha Bonanza spot! Complaints
from the neighbours eventually put paid to the venue.
There were two major live music venues in the sixties – The Club Noreik and
The Astoria. The Astoria was a lavish former cinema which had been billed
as 'the world's mightiest wonder theatre' when it opened. One of London's
premier music venues over the years it had hosted the likes of Frank Sinatra,
Ella Fitzgerald and Nat King Cole. The sixties saw the likes of Chuck Berry,
The Beach Boys, Ray Charles and the legendary Stax/Volt tour (I missed
that!) grace its stage. It was at the Astoria that the Beatles gave their last live
stage performance in London in 1965.
The Club Noreik was a very different proposition. Another former cinema on
the corner of Seven Sisters Road and Tottenham High Street, it was
converted into a club by entrepreneur Laurie Boost (using his son Kieron's
name spelt backwards) and opened in 1964. The club was considered to be
rather seedy and unpleasant (I thought that was a requirement set in stone
for clubs!). All nighters were held and the club featured the likes of The Rolling Stones, Ike & Tina
Turner, Jerry Lee Lewis, Jimmy Reed, Little Walter, Charlie & Inez Foxx and Little Richard over the
first couple of years.
There were many other 'music' pubs dotted around. The Mildmay Tavern on Balls Pond Road was
a popular spot where the Sheratons were resident in '63 before Joe Meek signed them up as the
Honeycombs and took them on to brief success.
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The Archway Tavern opened the large upstairs function room as a music venue for a time and local
bands like the Equals (still doing Chuck Berry numbers in those days) often featured.
The Gatehouse at Highgate had featured a folk club for some time – it is said that Paul Simon played
there but he was a bit like Charles Dickens who seemed to have graced every pub in London! They
opened up a dance spot in the rear function room but like the Tavern it was short lived due to
problems with teenagers fighting (who me Guv'nor – never!).
St Joseph's Hall underwent a revival in the mid-sixties for a couple of months culminating in a spot
by The Who but again fighting between rival gangs brought the curtain down on the venture. Another
pub we frequented often was the Marquis of Salisbury on Balls Pond Road which featured a great
R&B trio called Whisky Mac. The Fox in Green Lanes had a rear 'dance hall' but could get pretty
wild and The Cock on Holloway Road had live bands every weekend. Not to be confused with the
second Cock at Highbury Corner (two cocks – Oooer Missus!).
Holloway Road was a lively place at weekends. In the space of less than a mile were something
like 15 pubs and a couple of dance halls of which 95% were Irish. The 'Rubber Men' as we called
them would inevitably be 'beating the bejasus' out of each other up and down Holloway Road every
weekend and dodging the flying haymakers was an art form in itself!
Once in a while we might fancy a change from the normal and head over to the 'Top House' or the
Great Northern Railway Tavern to give it its full name in Hornsey where some hilarious drag acts
were sure to bring a smile to any face.
The Dueragon in Homerton often booked good music acts alongside top comics – a strange pub
with a Chinese restaurant run by one of London's top drag artists – Gay Travers (I kid you not!). The
Eagle in Tottenham, The Somers Arms in Somers Town, the Favourite on Hornsey Rise (where
local young bus driver Terry Parsons was a regular crooner before changing his name to Matt
Monro), The Brookfield on Dartmouth Park Hill – all were popular drinking dens at one time or
another.
Music was everything. Within an area of a few square miles centred around Upper Holloway were
ensconced musical luminaries such as Rod Stewart, the Kinks, Chris Farlowe, The Equals, The
Gaylords (they had a flat just off Archway Road for some time before changing their name to
Marmalade), The Tea Set (also based at Archway before their better known days as Pink Floyd),
Elton John had a bedsit on Furlong Road whilst with Bluesology and of course Joe Meek had his
studio on Holloway Road. And let’s not forget those Mod icons – The Bachelors who shared a room
in Fairbridge Road (six in one room to be precise!).
Buying records was another important pastime. We were lucky in that there were a couple of good
shops locally. Broadmeads on Highgate Hill had a young lady called Sheila running the record
counter who was an avid fan of Stax, Chess, Atlantic etc. and would order in copies of all the new
releases. A couple of hours every week could be spent in the record booths listening to the latest
Soul sounds courtesy of Sheila.
Further down Holloway Road was a tiny little record shop on the corner of St John's Villas. It was
run by a little gay chap (that wasn't how he was described in those days – we were not very politically
correct I am afraid!). He sported a terrible rug which was never very straight but his one saving
grace was a passion for Ska. The only problem was that his main source of income was the local
Irish community. He loved playing all the latest output from the likes of Prince Buster and Derrick
Morgan but it would be interspersed by the warblings of Larry Cunningham or Bridie Gallagher!
The local Co-op had a record bar which was right in front of their coffee counter so that became a
place to hang out on a Saturday morning, consuming endless cups of tea until the management
would get fed up and ask us to move on!
I consider myself to be very lucky to have lived through the birth of teenage emancipation. Music
changed everything and North London was a great place to be during those years.
John Waters
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Gene Vincent Feb 1935 - October 12 1971
My early relationship with Gene Vincent whose passing we mark on October 12 was a rocky one,
and I'm not talking about Rocky Road Blues.
Be Bop A Lula was among the first six 78rpm 10inch shellac records I bought. The others were
Blackberry Boogie by Tennessee Ernie Ford, What'cha Doing After School by Ferlin Husky,
Heartbreak Hotel by Elvis Presley, The Poor People of Paris by Winifred Atwell and The Dam
Busters March by Billy Cotton.*
The first 12 inch long player I was to lay my hands on was Blue Jean Bop,
Gene's first LP. And to say I was disappointed was an understatement.
Littered among the rockers were tracks like Ain't She Sweet, Wedding Bells
(Are Breaking Up This Old Gang of Mine), Up a Lazy River and Peg O'My
Heart. Songs that even Max Bygraves might consider too corny to consider.
So after one play I went back to the record/piano shop who had recently
sold my father a top of the range Regentone radiogram for Gawd knows
how much, and managed to persuade them to swap the LP for six singles
of my choice. So I ended up with The Platters’ Only You/The Great
Pretender, Fats Domino's I'm In Love Again, Rock Island Line by Lonnie Donegan, The Elegants'
Little Star and two more either sat upon, sold, or worn white with repeated plays.
Record companies at the time believed the kids bought singles, Mums and Dads bought albums
like South Pacific and Oklahoma. I thought Gene was heading towards the exit marked “All Round
Entertainer”. But, as so often happens, I was wrong. Gene Vincent's clear, high voice, the emotion
he puts into a song, and the Blue Cats backing transcend the material, and it was a couple of years
before I realised that, and I can remember when I did.
I was in the circle at the Southend Odeon when Gene's touring show came to town. The rockin'
numbers were great, of course, but the show stopping moment came when Gene, bending on one
knee, eyes towards heaven, offered his rendition of Over the Rainbow. The hairs on the back of my
neck stood up, and the teenage me recognised that I was hearing, and appreciating, an event of
rare beauty.
I got back on track with Gene, and, in no particular order, I acquired Anna Annabelle, She She Little
Sheila, Lotta Lovin', The Hot Rod Gang EP, Say Mama/Be Bop Boogie Boy, Rocky Road Blues and
Baby Blue. Git It was a particular favourite, and I can recall the whole of the upper deck of a school
bus giving it “Well Oh Well, whip whip whip”, the catchy chorus of a solid but seldom-covered classic.
I also caught Gene's live show whenever I could, so it was twice at the local Odeon, and, a particular
highlight, joining the audience for the Granada TV special headlined by Jerry Lee Lewis.
Half the people I knew at that point were members of the Jerry Lee fan club, Shakin' Keyboards.
Through them we were able to get tickets for the taping, and I hitchhiked up to
Manchester on that March day at a time when hitching was easy. By lunchtime,
I had got to Sheffield and learned I was the wrong side of the Pennines thanks
to a long-distance lorry driver I knew was heading north, but knew not where.
So I stuck my thumb out again, and headed west, my first ride dropping me high
in the mountains and to my horror jumped out into four feet of snow. But I made
it, and a filmed motor cycle gang set the scene for Gene, in his pomp and black
leathers, to open the show with Be Bop a Lula.
We were sat on indoor bleachers with fine sight-lines, and both Gene, and Jerry Lee, did top notch
shows, still available on YouTube and DVD, often conflated with a similar Little Richard special that
I was similarly privileged to see in person. Gene remained in the UK for a couple of years, and I
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caught his performance at, if memory serves, Golders Green when his work permit had run out. So
Gene, in civvies rather than leather, performed from the stalls rather than the stage.
As time wore on, Gene played smaller and smaller venues, so I caught him, supported by Johnny
Kidd and the Pirates, at the nearby Crown pub in Rayleigh, and at the Night Scene in Westcliff. He
never let me down performing live, although there are at least three numbers that never appeared
on his playlist.
Flea Brain, arguably one of the most male chauvinistic songs ever written, with a line that suggests
of the young lady “if she weren't good looking, she'd be better off dead”, Somebody Help Me, with
the line “I've got a bone to pick with this world, I ain't good looking so I can't find a girl” and Rollin'
Danny. I'm fairly sure the couplet about Danny lining six women up against the wall did not feature
the follow-up “fooled 'em all.” Make up your own mind.
I, and many others around the world, were devastated by his early death. He had just recorded, with
Ray Campi and Rick Masters, for Ronnie Weiser's Rollin' Rock label which was to play a major force
in the coming rockabilly revival, in which Gene played his posthumous part. But had he survived to
make more rockabilly, he would have been centre stage at major venues again. Which his talent
deserved.
Of the top five white American stars who kicked opened pop's doors and ushered in the Rock'n'Roll
era, only one wanted to be British. And that was Gene Vincent. Plagued by work permit worries,
and with an English wife and daughter, Gene considered applying for UK nationality to ease the
problems of constant UK touring. In the end, he didn't. But his close UK ties continue as fans mark
the 50th anniversary of his sad early demise in October.
His daughter, Sherri Vincent is in the process of setting
up The Gene Vincent Foundation to honour the
memory of her father and his huge contribution to
Rock'n'Roll.
Sherri told me, "The mission of the Foundation is to
help and support young people from disadvantaged
backgrounds who have a passion for the visual and
performing arts, to go after their dreams and realise their true potential."
Sherri, who has already gained support for the venture from across the show business spectrum,
explained: "I was born in Britain, and spent my whole working life in children’s services working in
the field of child protection. Now, as a beneficiary of his legacy, I want to put something back into
the community and help to elevate young lives."
Gene Vincent was one of the most regular rockers to tour Europe until his untimely passing in 1971,
and came to worldwide fame via his seminal recording Be Bop A Lula, and his appearance in the
definitive Rock'n'Roll film, The Girl Can't Help It.
He was an early visitor to Britain, and right up until his death at the age of 36 from a bleeding ulcer,
played concert halls, pubs, clubs and TV shows the length and breadth of the British Isles. He
recorded hits like Pistol Packin' Mama in London, and owed his black leather image to British TV
producer Jack Good.
Sherri said: “I spent my early adult life seeking to right the injustice of being defrauded by Jackie
Fusco, Gene's third wife from being recognised as a legal heir to my father’s estate and this left me
feeling I was dismissed by some, as Gene Vincent's love-child. This is not the case. I was born of
my parents' marriage in January 1962 and still carry the family name of Dooksie that my father gave
me upon being born, when he looked into the cot and turned to my mother, and said, 'Well Margie,
we now have a Pooks and a Dooks.' The pooks he referred to was the white poodle, Lady, he
bought my mother earlier as an engagement present."
Gene was managed in the UK by promoter Don Arden who was responsible for many of the
Rock'n'Roll concert tours in the late fifties and early sixties, and is the father of TV personality
Sharon Osbourne, wife of Ozzy.
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"Don bought my Silver Cross pram when I was born, that's how close he was to my Mum and Dad,"
said Sherri.
Gene died intestate, and it was not until 2003 that Sherri was legally recognised as a beneficiary of
the Vincent estate following a California court ruling.
"I found a law firm in the States who were responsible for untangling the affairs of Jimi Hendrix and
Kurt Cobain, and they did the same for me."
It was from that date that the idea of a Foundation was born.
"My first thought was to find a mentor, and the impresario, Bill Kenwright agreed to be a patron.
However, that was 16 years ago, and as a social worker, I have been too busy with my day job to
progress the vision and many ideas I have. Now I have taken early retirement, I am in a position to
focus on the Foundation. While it is still in the embryonic stage, there is much work going on behind
the scenes to ensure we meet the requirements for charitable status."
Although Gene and Sherri's mother separated before she was three, she has happy memories of
spending an afternoon with her father at a West London hotel when she was eight, and catching up
on lost time in a rose garden shortly before he was due to return to the States.
"Sadly, he died ten days later, but I cherish that reunion we had together and remember it like it was
yesterday."
To find out more visit: Home | Gene Vincent Foundation
John Howard

Mr Angry’s Travails at a Lodge
You may think that Travelodge hotels are similar to the French-based
Formula 1, where you pay 20 Euros a night for a family room, or
America's Economotel chain, slogan "Spend a night, not a fortune'"
where rooms cost US$50 or less. You might care to think again.
I went to Bedford for a weekend festival and stayed in the local
Travelodge. The chain, with 570 hotels nationwide, was, I thought,
a low cost, low service, no frills motorway hotel chain. Travelodge
is, indeed, low service and low frills.
But despite the fact there is no bar, no restaurant, no communal area, no telephone in the
room, no fridge, not a single drawer, no room servicing or new towels overnight, no air
conditioning, no safe, no hairdryer, no view other than the car park, brutalist architecture
that makes the place look more like a prison than a hotel, tatty furniture, and a location on
an industrial estate, they still managed to charge me £335 for two nights.
In mitigation, it was Bank Holiday weekend, there was a nearby festival, and I could afford
it. However, there is something else I can afford, and that is never, ever, to consider a stay
in a Travelodge again.
The only good thing to be said of the hotel was the pleasant and helpful staff, who were at
a loss to understand the pricing, and had no control over it.
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In the fifteen years since my last visit to Twinwood to catch Jerry Lee
Lewis, the Bedford-based festival has grown. And that's an
understatement. It is now the largest festival of its type in the world, if not
the only festival of its type on Earth.
Its musical base is Rock’n’Roll and swing music, but billed as The
Ultimate Vintage Music and Dance Festival, it has expanded to include
northern soul, sixties pop, thirties nostalgia, hot club Gipsy jazz, blues,
soul, country, bluegrass, rockabilly, folk, exotica and even electro swing. Did I mention the comedy
venue, the kids' area, dance workshops, hair and beauty salons and more than 100 traders selling
everything from Thai food to GI uniforms?
Ooops, nearly forgot the classic cars, the museums, the acres and acres of caravans, 3,000 motor
homes and tents that surround the core area as far as the eye can see, the 100 plus performances
and the 15 distinct venues spread across this picturesque wooded site.
Adding to the atmosphere is the 40 per cent of 8,500 visitors who choose to don period costumes,
from WW2 military outfits to fifties high fashion from turn-of-the-century soldiers uniforms to clowns.
Well, there was one clown at least.
If you failed to bring your own outfit, you could buy everything from drape jackets to western belts,
from ladies' millinery to exotic frocks, and if your hairstyle did not match that outfit you bought, there
was a hairdresser to give you that Victory roll (ladies) or D.A. (chaps, mainly).
If you are a Rock’n’Roll fan, then it was possible to hear only Rock’n’Roll over the four day event
and swerve the weird and wonderful alternatives, except that a sneak peek at a venue featuring a
genre you'd never encountered before often revealed it was wonderful, if only for the costumes.
The 2021 event replicated the programme from the postponed 2020 happening with few changes,
most forced on the organisers by Covid travel restrictions on the likes of Ray Collins Hot Club from
Germany. But with live music available for more than 12 hours a day, this proved to be no problem
at all.
A good way of approaching such a vast event is to plan in
advance what acts were unmissable, and make sure you
caught them. For me, the top two were Jackson Sloan and
Laura B. appearing together, and Bo Walton and Red Alert,
who have been so championed by estimable Rock’n’Roll
radio DJ Bernie Keith to the point I know their recorded output
backwards. Jackson and Laura exceeded expectations, Bo
Walton less so, as the rest of this review will reveal.
Twinwood itself is steeped in history, particularly as the air
base from where US bandleader Glenn Miller made his fatal
final flight during the War so it's little surprise that Big Band
sounds were one of the lynchpins that hold the festival together.
Ray McVey long since licensed the rights to The Glenn Miller Orchestra UK and can fill British
theatres with In the Mood, Moonlight Serenade and String of Pearls. His show in the Arena in front
of a crowd of more than 5,000 had perfect sound, adding the anachronistic likes of New York, New
York and the Dam Busters March to the Miller band standards.
White-suited Jackson Sloan and floral-frocked Laura B. deserved their prime-time slot on the main
arena stage with a band that included three brass, tenor and baritone saxes and trumpet, lead
guitar, bass and keyboards to give a punchy sound that did full justice to the duo's rockin'
rhythm'n'blues stylings. Both write their own numbers and share a knack for a catchy hook, but that
didn't mean they were over-concerned about borrowing some fine and familiar standards.
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Laura was first up, offering a good take on That's A Rockin'
Good Way, revived by both Shakin' Stevens/Bonnie Tyler and
Brook Benton/Dinah Washington, but it started life as a femme
vocal, and you can bet that Laura based her take on Priscilla
Bowman's 1958 original.
Laura's current album entitled Just a Little Love is borrowed
from BB King, and guitarist Chris Corcoran's intro and solo on
the title track captured the Blues Boy's sound precisely. Also
from that album came Love and Treat Me Right, a fine song
that had Laura waving her arms for emphasis.
Marcia Ball's Louella was a gift for piano player Steve Croft who matched Laura's vocal with a fullblooded backing that evoked the Baton Rouge raised originator. Gambling Man comes from that
new album, and is a strong opener for the collection, and works well live.
Jackson Sloan has built a superb back catalogue of now-familiar material, not least the dance floor
hit Kickin' Up The Dust which raised a cheer when he introduced it halfway through his act. Old
Records, Don't Let Me Be the Last to know and Big Talk, all Jackson originals, evoke material from
the mid-fifties, and it's hard to believe they don't date from that period given their authenticity.
Jukebox Swing, Remote Control and I Can't Turn Back fit squarely
between Rock’n’Roll and jump blues and benefit from Jackson's
distinctive vocal treatments.
The stage really caught fire when Jackson and Laura singing
together chose not one but two Gene and Eunice revivals, Ko Ko
Mo, and Bom Bom Lulu, and with the full powerful backing from
Laura's band it was a delight to hear these little sung numbers in
person, and in such expert hands.
No doubt the perpetual queue for next year’s tickets from a busy
booth was swollen at the end of their set on the off-chance this
delightful duo will be persuaded to team up again. Hope so.
So, to Bo Walton. Great singer, excellent song writer, good image, cracking band but, but, but...
Based on his recordings alone, and keen to see him myself, I recommended him to the organisers
of a couple of weekenders. One came back to me to pass on Bo, claiming all his songs were the
same tempo.
Rubbish, said I, his originals run the gamut, and include ballads.
So it was a revelation that for the first ten minutes of his act he offered what DJs call a running mix
of similar songs with a comparable tempo including his own I Like It Like That, Dave McPherson’s
Let the Good Times Roll, Dave Edmund's I Knew the Bride, Cochran's Jeanie Jeanie Jeanie, and
his own Back in the Real World. True, he had a full dance floor. But his own material deserves a
better setting and context. And I finally understood what that promoter claimed, wrong as he was.
Still, Wild at Heart, written and recorded by Bo, has been covered and released both on CD and
single by Shakin' Stevens, and was given proper respect by its originator, and the set reverted to
the more traditional format of introduction, song and then applause. Well-deserved applause, I might
add.
This Little Car of Mine, I Come a'Running and Marie Marie preceded one of the high spots of the
show, the beautiful and touching ballad Only a Dream, which in a parallel universe was a number
one hit. Or should have been. But to follow that with Don't Wake Me Up with almost the same theme
should, perhaps, have been given more thought when the set list was compiled.
However, Bo's take on Maybelline, Whole Lotta Shakin' Going On and the encore Johnny B. Goode
were crowd pleasers so maybe I'm picking nits where none exist.
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But to start at the beginning for me... the first act I caught was Rockin' 'Em. a perfectly competent
three piece with a stand-up bass playing well-chosen covers and fronted by a charismatic guitar
player able to play behind his head to climax a well-received set. From Kettering, apparently, so
they could have got to the gig by cab.
They played the Control Tower stage, one of many tented venues that kept the rain (if any) off the
dancers, not to mention the sun (if any). This turned out to be the main venue for Rock’n’Roll, and
there were few disappointments.
Rusti Steel and the Startones have been doing it long enough to get it right every time, and Rock
All Night, Hot Rock, and Oklahoma Hills gives an idea of the variety of material. Rusti himself was
resplendent in full Western gear, paying tribute to the recently deceased Don Everly with Bye Bye
Love, but making no mention of Tommy Sands whose birthday was the day before when he offered
a fine Worrying Kind.
Chuck Berry's Almost Grown gave the Startones their chance to sparkle with backing vocals, while
Bill Haley's Real Rock Drive meant a full dance floor.
Johnny and the Jailbirds can trace their history back to 1973 so it was a sad moment when frontman
Johnny Red announced he was calling it a day, claiming “I’m too old.”
There was no such indication on a fine set mixing originals like Too Much Wine with some dancefloor pleasing covers and tracks from their 1979 debut album Out On Bail.
Memphis Lee and the Creepers debuted on the same stage on Sunday, suggesting the Control
Tower area was the place for Rock’n’Roll for the whole weekend. Sax and piano gave them a full
sound as they tore into Chuck Berry’s Tulane and included a mix of rockabilly and jump blues,
including Ike Turner’s Rocket 88 and George Fleming’s I’m Gonna Tell, Lazy Lester’s Sugar Coated
Love and Wynonie Harris’ Lovin’ Machine.
The Rocky Road Ramblers opened with Night Train to Memphis, with its Hallelujah singalong
chorus, and I turned to be confronted by, among the many in costume, an old time vicar wearing a
cross and carrying a Bible. I gave him a Hallelujah, and he blessed me. It was Sunday after all.
This country tinged group with upright bass from north Notts had both male and female vocals, and
turned in a good take on Moon Mullican’s Seven Nights to Rock, slowed it for Patsy Cline’s Walking
After Midnight, and surprised with the rarely performed Jerry Lee Lewis debut The End of the Road.
An inspired inclusion was a country rock take on Kirsty McColl’s There’s a Guy Works Down the
Chip Swears He’s Elvis, but following a Carl Perkins medley with a Johnny Cash medley was,
perhaps, less well judged.
Bristol’s The Firebirds, now grown from a trio to a quartet, are one of those rare bands who can
perform both rockabilly and doo-wop to the same high standard, and filled the dance floor
immediately with an accurate take on The Cues’ Why? Ernie Marescas’ Shout Shout, Louis Prima’s
Be Mine Little Baby and The Carnations’ Long Tall Girl were similar crowd pleasers It was good to
see original front man and stand up bass player Richie Lorriman back with the group again.
Seldom covered is Norman Fox and the Rob Roys’ Dance Girl Dance, a great song and a great
performance, while the Five Keys’ She’s The Most, and The Videos’’ Trickle Trickle were part of a
well chosen set which saw the largest crowds at this arena on that afternoon.
These are some of the highlights of the Rock’n’Roll section of a four day festival, but mention should
be made of The Swing Commanders, the excellent Down for the Count Swing Orchestra, Blue
Harlem, and Sticky Wicket and His Swing Orchestra who were keeping the flame lit by Glenn Miller
and Benny Goodman among others still burning brightly more than sixty years later.
Also well up to standard were more sixties influenced outfits like The Overtures, The Ragdolls with
their Four Seasons tribute and All That Soul.
Other rockin’ acts included Blast Off, Phil Haley and His Comments, Pete Gill and his Goodtime
Charlies who delivered an excellent and varied set. Pete was also piano player and possibly musical
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director for Steve Halliday's Elvis show later. Julie Jive and the Big Shots, Blast Off, and The
Bobcats. Did I forget anyone? Probably.
Second to last, but not least, was the incredible reaction in the main Arena to Steve Halliday’s
Tribute to Elvis. He had proved he was approachable strolling through the crowds all day, posing
for pictures with fans who were gobsmacked by his real-life likeness to the King himself, not to
mention his other half, a dead ringer for Priscilla.
He cherry-picked the Memphis Man’s back catalogue from start to finish, and was backed by an
orchestra and chorus seemingly just as good as Elvis’ Vegas sidesmen. Whether it is this version
of Blue Suede Shoes you may prefer is debatable, but for Suspicious Minds and The Wonder of
You, it was spot-on.
Last, but also far from least, was disc jockey and compere Strollin’ Steve Ashdown, who was
chasing James Brown’s crown as the hardest working man in show business as he humped his
gear from venue to venue to keep the excitement aflame and the dance floor full between live acts
over a 12 hour plus period and four days.
Final word from organiser Dave Wooding: “We are immensely proud of our festival which normally
attracts vintage fans from as far afield as Alaska and Australia who were not able to make it this
year.
“However, we still sold all 8,500 tickets, and when the clean-up crew arrived, there was almost no
litter, so thanks to our guests for being so thoughtful.
“If you are thinking of attending next year, might I suggest booking now. More than half our tickets
are sold for 2022, I’m pleased to say.”
John Howard

CARL PERKINS by John Firminger
Following Carl Perkins' triumphant UK tour (co-starring with
Chuck Berry) in April 1964, promoter Don Arden was, seeing how
well Carl had been received, astute enough to bring him back just
five months later as part of another package tour. Titled 'R&B '64',
the package consisted of US R&B artist Tommy Tucker, who had
replaced Gene Vincent, plus Elkie Brooks, The Plebs, The
Nashville Teens, compere Ray Cameron and The Quotations
who backed Carl and Tommy Tucker. This time though, in view
of the success he'd enjoyed on his previous visit to the UK, Carl
had second billing to the show's headliners, The Animals.
Prior to his visit, Carl had been involved in a nasty accident in
which he caught his hand in a fan at a gig causing serious
damage. So serious was the damage that doctors feared Carl
would never be able to play the guitar again which would have been tragic. Thankfully that diagnosis
proved not to be the case and although he was still able to play, his hand caused Carl considerable
pain throughout his UK visit.
On November 5th 1964 Carl made a return to my home-town, Sheffield, appearing at the City Hall.
Looking almost 'portly' Carl once again delivered a superb show, despite the pain he must have
been suffering from his damaged hand.
During Carl's visits to the UK, he'd guested on BBC Radio both on 'Saturday Club' and a new,
slightly more progressive, show titled 'Top Gear'. He also made two appearances on TV on the
weekly pop show 'Ready, Steady, Go!' on which he went down a complete storm, delivering some
brilliant, flat-out, rockabilly music! Backed superbly, firstly by the Nashville Teens with whom he'd
toured with and performed dynamic versions of his clarion-call "Blue Suede Shoes" and latest
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recording "Lonely Heart". On his second appearance Carl performed "Hi Heel Sneakers" and Carl's
other calling-card "Matchbox" with The Flintstones backing him who also featured twin saxes in their
line-up.
I managed to record his performances on radio and TV onto my
reel-to-reel tape machine and despite its limited technology, the
recordings were most satisfactory. At the time my friend and DeeJay Gaspin' Gus and myself ran a local rock'n'country gig in
Sheffield and part of the operation was a magazine we published
called Sun Sound Special which included articles and record sales
lists.
I'd taken the recordings I'd made of Carl and had them transferred
to vinyl c/o a company up in Carnforth, Lancs. As requested the
company printed copies of two EPs for us with the first one being
the recordings from 'RSG!' The other EP contained tracks from
'Top Gear' and included an original instrumental which presenter Brian Matthew titled "Carl's Perks".
We made the few copies the EPs available for fans to buy through the Sun Sound Special and sold
about a half a dozen copies of each.
To my great surprise about four years ago the live
('RSG!') EP surfaced and was titled Carl Perkins - The
Lost Acetate. Put out by Rockinitis Records (?) and
accompanied by the following blurb; It's a complete
mystery how this privately pressed acetate from Britain
came to be unearthed in a US warehouse recently.
Thanks to Bob Thomas's efficient Bim Bam Records, I
managed to get hold of a copy of the EP, pressed on red
vinyl and issued with a complimentary picture-sleeve.
Upon playing it, it was quite a strange, but pleasant
feeling to hear those recordings again after so many
years. I can only presume that one of those original
pressings was purchased by a fan in the US and that's
possibly how it turned up in a US warehouse?
Old Gus (who sadly died in 2011) would certainly have
been tickled to see these recordings surface again, as I was. Sadly I also lost my own copy of that
second EP in the mists of time, which I now greatly regret (if anybody has a copy, please get in
touch via TFTW).
Some years later I interviewed Carl at Wembley Arena where he was due to appear on the
International Festival Of Country Music. I can only repeat what everybody else has said about the
man and that is he was a true gentleman and a very caring and loving soul. This was apparent at
Wembley when one fan, who was in fact disabled, had actually thumbed his way from the north of
England down to London just to see Carl. When he was told this, you could see a tearful Carl give
this chap a big hug as though he was a long-lost brother and was quite touching.
After I'd finished my interview with Carl I asked him if I could ask him something personal. He gave
me a funny look and answered with a slightly reluctant "Yes". (Maybe he thought that I was going
to ask if he wore a hair-piece?!). I simply asked him if he remembered an old friend of mine by the
name of Gaspin' Gus? (Gus and Carl had become good friends and met up on different occasions
when he toured here in 1968 with Johnny Cash).
When I asked Carl about Gus, his face lit up and he said "I sure do remember him, a great guy".
That's a memory that will certainly stay with me indefinitely and I recalled it at Gus's funeral. I only
hope he heard me somewhere out there?
John Firminger
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COUNTRY ROUND-UP
Faron Young
I was asked by Keith to review an audio book by Diane Diekman about the Country
singer Faron Young. I decided instead to buy the paperback version of ‘Live Fast,
Love Hard – The Faron Young Story’. The title comes from one of Faron’s five
number 1 Country hits ‘Love Fast, Love Hard, Die Young’. Diane’s book is an
interesting read about a Country star I knew little about. I don’t have any of Faron’s
records, but I had downloaded four YouTube videos of some of his greatest hits.
Born in Shreveport, Louisiana, he briefly dated Billie Jean Jones, who later
became Hank Williams’ second and last wife. Known as the Young Sheriff and in
his later years the Singing Sheriff, his backing band the Deputies had many
different personnel over the years, all featured at some length in the biography. It
gets quite confusing as band members left and then later rejoined. Faron treated
his various band members very well financially, and never fired them, they came
and went of their own accord.
From reading the biography it seems Faron could be very generous when sober,
but alcohol addiction made him curse and be quite obnoxious, this behaviour often excused with the phrase:
‘That’s just Faron.’ Like many big Country Stars Faron was virtually unknown in the United Kingdom until his
one and only Top Ten hit here in the early 1970s with ‘It’s Four In The Morning’. This was his last number 1
in America, and in the UK it reached number 3. Diane describes how in October 1972 Prince Charles and
Camilla Shand, as she then was, waltzed to Faron’s sole British hit at Annabel’s, an exclusive club in
London’s Berkeley Square.
This is one of the instances in the book where it becomes obvious Americans tend to know very little about
Europe, Diane on two occasions saying it reached the Top Ten of the British Billboard chart! The other
instance is when she tells of how Faron, when stationed in Frankfurt-am-Main in the US Army, was driven to
the ‘Soviet border’ to witness the changing of the guard. This is just bizarre, but presumably what is meant
is the Inner German border, the GDR (East Germany) in the early 1950s being referred to in the West as ‘the
Soviet zone of Germany’. As to the ‘changing of the guard’ I leave it to your imagination what that was;
presumably nothing like the ceremony outside Buckingham Palace so beloved by tourists.
The book is well written, though some good proof-reading would have produced a consistent spelling of
Faron’s son Robyn’s name. Christened ‘Robin’ he preferred to spell it with a ‘y’, but both spellings occur
throughout the book. Apparently Diane met Faron and was acquainted with him for twenty-six years.
Faron married Hilda Macon, who Wikipedia describes incorrectly as granddaughter
of ‘The Dixie Dewdrop’ Uncle Dave Macon. In fact Hilda was born in Berlin, Germany
in 1937 and never knew her father, a German soldier killed early in World War II.
The grandson of Uncle Dave Macon was Robert Macon, who became Hilda’s
stepfather when Hilda’s mother married him, one of the American occupation
soldiers. Hilda’s own marriage to Faron finally ended in divorce due to his alcoholism
and aggressive behaviour, which included shooting bullets into the ceiling.
On many occasions Faron threatened to shoot himself, so when finally it did happen in December 1996 due
to depression, bad health, lack of radio airplay or any hit records it came as a shock when Ray Emmett, one
of the Deputies, found him in his home dying from a self-inflicted bullet to the head. Faron lingered on for
another twenty-four hours dying in hospital with his ex-wife Hilda and their four children with him. It is quite
ironic that one of the reasons Faron committed suicide was because his records were not getting radio airplay
anymore, but true to form, as described by Bobby Bare in the song ‘Nashville is Rough on the Living (but
She Really Speaks Well of the Dead’), WSM, the Grand Ole Opry radio station, played the Singing Sheriff’s
hits in a tribute show, and he was elected to the Country Music Hall of Fame posthumously in 2000.
Diane’s biography was originally published back in 2007 and is now available in various formats, paperback,
Kindle and audiobook.

Tony Papard
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 47 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
The sax player on Ray Charles “I Got a Women” “What’d I Say and “Lonely Avenue” was David
“Fathead” Newman. Born in Corsicana, Texas, 24.2.33. He studied music and theology at Jarvis Christian
College but quit after 3 years and became a professional jazz and blues musician. He played with Lloyd
Glenn, T-Bone Walker, Buster Smith and Lowell Fulsom, when playing with the latter he met Ray Charles.
When Charles started his own band in 1954. Newman joined playing baritone then tenor sax. In 1970-71
Newman joined Herbie Mann’s band and recorded for Atlantic, Warner Bros, Fantasy and Muse. As a session
player he worked with Aretha Franklin, B.B. King, Dr. John, Natalie Cole and Joe Cocker. In 1996 he
orchestrated for the film “Kanas City” and was a character in the 2004 film “Ray”. He died of pancreatic
cancer in January 2009. Source: Jon Thurber, La. Times, 23.1.2009
2.
Several cases of individuals wearing military medals they are not entitled to have been prosecuted in
the U.S. recently. The problem is also growing in the UK. During a recent veteran’s parade, a man in a military
beret was reportedly stopped and confronted by a parade organiser. The stopped man was wearing two rows
of medals in an incorrect array; and the awards were from campaigns in WWII, Korea and the Falklands. It
was noted that it is highly unlikely that one serviceman could have been honoured by all those medals in all
three military actions. It is a criminal offense to wear military decorations without authority under the British
Army Act of 1955, and a search is reportedly on-going for the alleged fraudster. Source: Veterans Reporter,
Ken Major, Feb 2010
3.
Despite CoVid, The Rolling Stones expect to play in New Orleans, and the French Quarter Fest will
precede the Jazz Fest Sept 30 to Oct 2. The Saints Football Team will play two back to back games Sept 12
and 19 in the Superdrome which seats 73000 and expects capacity. In the city about 68% have at least one
vaccine. One restaurateur is offering his staff paid sick leave and waiters out sick are paid $15 an hour. All
his hourly paid workers are paid holiday pay and parental leave. Louisiana is ending pandemic
unemployment benefits at the end of this month, but musicians are turning down gigs that don’t pay enough
to pay regular bills. Some brass bands have formed a coalition agreeing they won’t parade for less than
$5000. The president of the Valley of Silent Men ,the club that sets off the second line season annually at
the end of August, says the pandemic is picking up, Source: Katy Reckdahl, The New York Times, 26.7.2021
4.
Francis Scott Key put his description of the battle of Fort McHenry to an old English tune. This year
marks the 100th season since the song was played for the first time at a baseball World Series Game. On
Sept 4th 1918 in Chicago somebody threw a bomb into a downtown federal bldg. and post office, killing 4
people and dozens more, thus, the baseball world series game was marred by a depressive crowd, but then
in the 7th innings a band from the Naval training station started to play Sousa’s arrangement of The Star
Spangled Banner. It had been played before from at least 1862, but for the first time players took off their
caps and faced a flag apart from Fred Thomas who gave a military salute. Fans sung and there was great
applause. In 1931 Hoover designated the song as the national anthem. Source: Don Babwin, Ass. Press,
4.7.2017
5.
Elvis inspired Johnny Ventura who was a winner of 6 Latin Grammys and over 100 albums. Often
called the “Elvis of Merengue” he was born Juan Dios Ventura Hava Banana Sporiana. In Santo Dominica
8.3.1940, he won a radio talent show in 1956 and graduated from the Hector J. Diaz School of Broadcasting.
He started out playing sax and as a baritone singer sang the vocals on the 1962 hit of Luis Perez’s “La
Agerradera”. In 1964 he started his own group “Johnny Ventura and the Combo show” introducing rock and
roll and salsa to the merengue sound. It was in the band that he was compared with Elvis. He hosted his
own game show and appeared on daytime variety shows. In 1967 he played in New York and recorded duets
with salsa stars of the day, and became close to Celia Cruz. He earned a law degree and became a distributor
of Amway products. Died 28.7.21. Source: Gavin Edwards, The New York Times, 30.7.2021
6.
The Wanderer, a jukebox musical was to debut at the Mill Playhouse in Milburn N.J. but has been
rescheduled for next April because of the pandemic. At 80 years of age Dion has just released his album
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“Blues with Friends”, 14 tracks including Bruce Springsteen, Jeff Beck, Van Morrison, Paul Simon, Billy
Gibbons, Bob Dylan wrote the liner notes. Dion lives in Florida with Susan his wife of 57 years. He says he
was always a weird guy, an Italian kid living in the 1950s Bronx, reading St. Thomas Aquinas (Italian
Philosopher), Thomas Merton (American Monk) and listening to Hank Williams and Jimmy Reed when
everybody else was listening to Jerry Vale. Springsteen says that Dion inspired him to have a sax in his band,
liking Dion since he heard “A Teenager in Love” on his mother’s radio. “Song for Sam Cooke” is the pivotal
track on the new LP. Source: Alan Paul, the Wall Street Journal, June 14/15 2020
7.
Lightnin’ Hopkins and Dusty (Joseph) Hill worked together in 1969 when Frank Beard suggested to
Dusty he auditioned for a band called Z.Z. Top recently founded by Billy Gibbons. They played their first
show in Feb. 1970. In the 1980s Frank and Dusty grew their trademark 20 inch beards. They had a comic
stage act which includes livestock and crushed cars. Dusty was born 19.5.49 and started singing and playing
cello, but his brother Rocky said the band needed a bassist and put a bass on Dusty’s bed. In a 2012 interview
Dusty said when he started Rocky would hit him when to change chords. ZZ Top’s first album was called “ZZ
Top’s First Album” such is their humour. In 1984 Dusty accidently shot himself in the stomach by his .38
Derringer which had dropped to the floor when taking off a boot, and injured a hip after a fall on their tour
bus. Dusty died July 2021, cause unknown Source: Jay Risen, the New York Times, 29.7.2021
8.
James Brown died age 73 Christmas day 2006, and on July 9 2021 an attorney, David Black said a
settlement had been reached regarding Brown’s 60 acre estate. The S.C. Supreme Court ruled that Tomi
Rae Hynie a former partner who claimed to be James’ wife had not been legally married to Brown, and
therefore did not have the right to the multi $ estate which she had been locked out of. Many lawsuits were
filed over the years by people trying to lay claim to Brown’s assets which courts have estimated to be worth
anything from $5 million to more than $10 million. Family members fought over the remains for over 2 months
what to do with his body. It was inside a gold casket in cold storage in a funeral home. Brown was buried in
Beech Island in South Carolina at the home of one of his daughters. The family want to turn the home into a
shrine similar to Elvis’ Graceland. Source: Meg Kinnard, L.V. Review-Journal 25.7.2021
9.
In James Brown’s 2000 will, the bulk of his assets will be left to a scholarship trust for poor children
in S. Carolina and Georgia. He largely omitted his own family from the inheritance apart from $2 million to
underwrite scholarships for his grandchildren. The value of Brown’s estate has ranged from $4.7m to $100m.
He left nothing to Tommy Rae Hynie who he married in 2001 but was also married to another man. Hynie
worked with Brown’s children to work around his will to her benefit. Acting as James’ widow Hynie struck
copyright deals worth millions of dollars until the Supreme Court of S.C. claimed she was never Brown’s legal
spouse. James’s children and grandchildren were known to be seeking a share of the copyrights. James
gave ownership of over 900 songs to music publishers for exchange for fees, but legally full ownership can
be retained decades after the contracts. Source: Ben Sisario/Steve Knopper, N.Y. Times, 16.7.2021
10.
Brown’s termination rights are worth “tens of millions of $” stated lawyers. Brown’s heirs would stand
to benefit from music streaming, radio play and the licensing of songs for movies and TV commercials. The
songs could also be sold again to publishers or investors. Bob Dylan sold his 600 or so songs to Universal
Music for more than $300m. Ms. Hynie exercised termination rights for 5 of Brown’s songs, she and her son
James Brown II then sold them back to Warner Chappell for $1875m. Hynie could still retain a connection
through her son who the children and grandchildren have allowed to be part of the settlement. The estate
and its beneficiaries do not automatically benefit, and they will have to rely on Brown’s children deciding to
give some of the money to fund the trust, and pay the scholarships for the under privileged children as per
the terms of Brown’s will. Source: Ben Sisario/Steve Knopper, N.Y. Times, 16.7.2021
11.
Sam Cooke’s “Chain Gang” had an answer record called “Sounds of My Man Working on the Chain
Gang” recorded by Theola Kilgore. Theola was a 1960s RnB singer who was best known for her recordings
of two Ed Townsend songs, “The Love Of My Man” and “This is My Prayer”. She began singing in Church
and was a gospel singer when she met J.W. Alexander, Sam Cooke’s manager. He introduced her to song
writer/producer Ed Townsend. Theola, aged 79, died during May at a Los Angeles rehabilitation facility.
Source; Los Angeles Times, 20.5.2005
12.
Sanford Clark had a top ten hit with “The Fool” in 1956. He was born on 24.10.35 in Tulsa, Oklahoma,
and raised in Phoenix where he began performing in the early 1950s. “The Fool” reached number seven on
the Billboard Top 100 and was later recorded by several other well-known artists including Elvis Presley and
The Animals. Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal, June 2021
13.
Nice photo of Fats Domino and President George W. Bush when they met in New Orleans, On
Tuesday Fats met with former President Bill Clinton. One year after Hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf
Coast, Bush returned to New Orleans and promised that the federal government would do much better if
another disaster hit. Source: Las Vegas Sentinel Voice, 31.8.2006
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Just a quick mention that this is Dave’s 50th Ramble. Happy Anniversary Dave.
Mike Finnigan died in August 2021 of kidney cancer. He was 76. I have a few recordings with Mike
playing piano or Hammond B3. I expect you have too. He was one of the most go-to session
musicians in the USA.
When quoting artists with whom he played, it is customary to list just a few, but I am going to spend
a few lines here listing many of the most well-known who called him in to tour with, session or both:
Teresa James and the Rhythm Tramps, Keb’ Mo’, Jimi Hendrix, Joe Cocker, Etta James, Sam
Moore, Crosby, Stills and Nash, Dave Mason, Buddy Guy, The Manhattan Transfer, Michael
McDonald, Maria Muldaur, Peter Frampton, Cher, Ringo Starr, Leonard Cohen, Tower of Power,
Danielle Nicole, Rod Stewart, Tracy Chapman, Bonnie Raitt, and Taj Mahal called him in to set up
a couple of his albums as part of the Phantom Blues Band which became recording artists in their
own right. Mike made two of his own albums and joined forces to make an album with Les Dudek
and Jim Krueger.
He made loads of recordings with lesser-known American bands and artists and was indeed a great
player. I shall miss him as I had only, recently, come across him as an individual and was collecting
stuff with him on it.

s h e q s h e q s h e q

Radio: My very good mate Jack from lionheartradio.com has just passed the third anniversary of
his show ‘Messin’ with the Kidd’ on Tuesday afternoons. To celebrate and do something different,
he invited eight of his listeners and friends to submit a selection of tunes to fill his two-hour show.
He invited me, as one of them, but asked that I choose piano based favourites. I gave him more
than enough to work with and of my selections, he chose ’Classified’ by James Booker, ‘No Self
Control’ by Doug Legacy with the Zydeco Party Band, ‘Parchman Farm’ by Mose Allison and ‘Back
to the Woods’ by Chuck Leavell, which I can safely say would be in or almost in my top 100.

Who did I last see? Yes, at last, I’ve ventured out to see a live Blues band!
John Stack who organises and runs Tring Blues Bar, usually in Tring Cricket club bar and, because
of Covid restrictions when preparing for a bigger audience, The Pendley Theatre (near Tring
Station), is putting on a large selection of Blues bands and solo artists in one venue or the other.
John seems to prefer the heavier Rock/Blues bands but amongst those that I avoid there are some
proper Blues music entertainers.
The first band I chose to enjoy was Paul Lamb and the Kingsnakes, one of Britain’s foremost blues
bands and harmonica led by Paul Lamb with Ryan Lamb (his son) on lead guitar, Rod Demick on
bass, Dino Coccia on drums and Chad Strentz on vocals and rhythm guitar. The basic shuffle sound
was mainly produced by the drummer who held his left-hand stick palm up like the old pre-war dance
band and jazz drummers. He has honed his skills as a session man for many notable British
jazzmen, touring blues persons like Jo Ann Kelly and other artists including James Hunter and Zoot
Money. Rod Demick has a terrific CV also, having started with the Strawbs then onto David Essex,
Bees Make Honey and Ron Kavana. He also worked for tourers like Dr. John, Taj Mahal, Clarence
‘Frogman’ Henry and Terry Woods.
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With a band like this, I would have expected a little more variety, but Paul Lamb always took centre
stage and is without doubt a fine and expressive harmonica player. Chad took most of the vocals
and it was a shame that his microphone was not amplified enough (this turned out to be the venue’s
fault as the PA system belonged to them and turned slightly louder, it howled with feedback). He
has a great voice when heard!
At the interval, I was just going to stretch my poor old legs when a voice called “Is Dave Parker
here?” It was Chad and when I waved, he said, “I have a message from Jack (‘Messin’ with the
Kidd) and he says, “Hope you are enjoying
Chad Strentz, Paul Lamb, Dave Parker ©
the show and he loves you” and I replied “He
loves you too” because Jack is a great fan
of Chad and plays his material a lot on his
radio show.
Chad then came down and we had a good
chat about his music and Jack’s support,
and he took a selfie of the two of us, but Paul
Lamb was selling CDs behind and got
curious, so another selfie was taken to
include him.
In the second half of the show, they did a lot of Chicago material from Little Walter and Muddy
Waters plus material written by the band and Ryan and Dino were given very good solo spots and
I left the theatre happy that I had seen a live act at last and a good one at that.
However, better than that (for me!) I went, the following week, to the Tring Blues Bar at Tring Cricket
Club and for a tenner on the door, I saw The Spikedrivers with guest Guy Tortora.
This event (which clashed with the England/Hungary match) was not well attended but the Blues
entertainment was top class. Starting off as a duo, Guy Tortora (an American based in London) and
Ben Tyzack (guitarist/leader of the Spikedrivers) produced a blistering programme of guitar blues,
with their versions of ‘Goin’ to Brownsville’ (Sleepy Jon Estes, but the Ry Cooder version), ‘Green
River’ (John Fogerty), plus material by Taj Mahal, JJ Cale, Tampa Red’s ‘Love me with a Feeling’
and other songs by Leadbelly, Lucinda Williams and Robert Johnson. The wonderful guitar sound
was varied by Tyzack having a guitar tuned to use as slide and another with ‘proper’ tuning. Tortora
had a mandolin, a plain little guitar and a national steel resonator guitar. Halfway through this
onslaught of my CD originals, Constance Redgrave, bass and percussion and Maurice McElroy,
drums, joined in and the above list was interspersed with self-written songs from their several CDs,
and yes, at the end, I bought one.
I spoke to Constance and Maurice about their past as musicians as I had seen them in other groups
before. Constance was thrilled to be reminded that she was in a group called ‘Companions of the
Rosy Hours’ (with Robin McKidd) and I saw them at a wedding reception in The Clink in London
(and have a cassette tape somewhere). Then, I reminded them, we booked, for my village, an
(almost) all girl Blues band which was called Miss Demeaner, (Maurice, the only male, was the
drummer with Constance on bass) and then a couple of years ago, just before lockdown, I saw the
Spikedrivers in a village hall near Ploermel, Brittany one very cold November night and the venue,
although a small village, was a huge metal, aircraft hangar style building and the stage and large
audience filled only a quarter of it and the heating just couldn’t cope. We came away before the end
and before we were frozen to death. Constance, especially, enjoyed being reminded of those good
old times.

New Blues Albums I promised myself last issue that, having won a Blues nomination (Traditional
Blues Female Artist) in the main American blues awards this year, I would investigate Rory Block,
a ‘good looking broad’ I think she would describe herself, and her latest album ‘Prove it on Me’, a
collection of old Blues which were originally sung by Blues Women, some well-known, some not.
All the instruments on this album are played by Rory and it is very good. If you might like traditional
old blues played in a crisply recorded way, this is for you, it certainly is for me as it just might be the
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best Blues album I have purchased this year (or even including last year). I really like clear as driven
snow music where every instrument is easily identified, and it comes out of the speakers like Rory
and the instruments are all there with you. I so enjoyed the sound that I had to play it again to listen
objectively and even then, I was lost on the magical clarity.
The songs are from well-known Blues females like Helen Humes,
‘Ma’ Rainey and Memphis Minnie and lesser known (or even
unknown) ladies like Elvie Thomas, Madlyn Davis and Arizona
Dranes. That last one was recommended to her by her guitar
builder, and she had never heard of her. The songs are all good
and well-chosen and this, apparently, is her second album in her
Power Women of the Blues series. I don’t know about you
readers out there, but it is a sad moment when an artist or band
which you absolutely love, calls it a day. It is also, conversely, a
wonderful moment when you find a new artist who might just hit
the spot for you. This album qualifies.
An artist I have been following for some years is Eric Bibb since I
saw him some years ago, opening for Taj Mahal at, what was then,
the Shepherds Bush Empire (1997). It was just him and another
guitarist and it was spellbinding. So, his latest album, ‘Dear America’
is a love letter to America based on the surmise that, although it has
many troubles, America is also a place full of hope, love and
happiness. I’ve never been interested in words in a song, I just love
the voice as another added instrument in an overall sound. Perhaps
I’m unusual in this and is why, possibly, I don’t like soft ballads full
of sentiment; there seems no music in them. It’s also, probably, why
I have a large collection of R & R instrumentals and like the Blues!
So back to the wonderful honeyed, laid-back voice of Eric Bibb. He has assembled a mega backing
group of Tommy Sims, bass (Bruce Springsteen, Bonnie Raitt), Grammy Award winner Steve
Jordan, drums, songwriter Shaneeka Simon, vocals, and guitarist Eric Gales. This brilliant guitarist
has an unusual fact about his guitar style. He plays right-handed guitar left-handed (that is upside
down) but is not left-handed. His brother Eugene, who was left-handed and played the guitar upside
down, taught Eric Gales the same way. There is no doubt that playing this way does bring out
different styles and innovative skills. He has made 15 of his own unique albums.
Eric Bib has taken this stellar rock band and moulded them into a gentle and melodic backing group.
Yet another award-winning album, absolutely beautiful!

Lists: There is an on-line Blues magazine ‘Blues Blast’ which is free and anybody can sign up for
this monthly at www.BluesBlastMagazine.com or info@bluesblastmagazine.com.
The simple format is a lengthy interview with a blues person, some adverts and four to eight CD
reviews. They have just announced their Blues music awards which was voted for by more than
10,000 ‘members’. Their main writers selected five nominees in each of the 12 categories and
readers could select their favourites. The winners were:
Contemporary Blues Album – Shemekia Copeland – ‘Uncivil War’, my choice Selwyn Birchwood –
‘Living in a Burning House’
Traditional Blues Album – Elvin Bishop and Charlie Musselwhite – ‘100 Years of Blues’, my choice
Bobby Rush – ‘Rawer than Raw’
Soul Blues Album – Curtis Salgado – ‘Damage Control’ *
Rock Blues Album – Walter Trout – ‘Ordinary Madness’ Didn’t vote.
Acoustic Blues Album – Catfish Keith – ‘Blues at Midnight’ *
Live Blues Album – Kenny Wayne Shepherd – Straight to you: Live’, my choice George Benson –
‘Weekend in London’
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Historical Or Vintage Recording – Little Richard – ‘Southern Child’, my choice New Moon Jelly Roll
Freedom Rockers Vol.1
New Artist Debut Album – Veronica Lewis – ‘You Ain’t Unlucky’ *
Blues Band - Sugar Ray & the Bluetones, I chose John Nemeth
Male Blues Artist – Bobby Rush *
Female Blues Artist – Shemekia Copeland, I chose Shawn Murphy
Sean Costello Rising Star Award- Veronica Lewis *
Well, I chose five winners (those with *) out of 12 with one abstention, the Rock Blues Album, and I
hadn’t heard several of those nominated and it is a category I am not fond of. I did have many of
the albums nominated but not the Little Richard one which I might investigate. I do like Shemekia
Copeland but the other artist, Shawn Murphy has always been a favourite of mine (she was lead
vocals in ‘Little Feat’ for years) and Selwyn Birchwood’s album is a real gem.

The Blues Styles. In issue 121 I listed the 2021 winners of the UK Blues Federation and I said I
would investigate some of those winners in future columns. The winners of Emerging Blues Artist,
Blues Band, Blues Album and Most Influential Online Performance, four of the 12 categories was
won by When Rivers Meet.
This oddly named but marketable group is the husband-and-wife duo,
Aaron and Grace Bond. They live in Essex, but she is from
Cambridgeshire and he from Norfolk and they met in a pub, he a punter
and she a barmaid and hit it off both romantically and musically straight
away. Their music is a mixture of Roots Blues/Rock and Americana.
As a duo and not a band, they write their own material but are
influenced by country blues and Chicago styles. Unusually, she plays
slide mandolin and violin and he, guitar and kick drum, they both
vocalise. They have marketed themselves well during lockdown and
produced two EPs (four tracks only) and by getting material out online
and on YouTube. Their first album, ‘We Fly Free’ has a slightly heavier
feel as they both also like Led Zeppelin, and Bad Company (both rock bands) and have used the
studio to include a Hammond organ to give the album that retro 1970’s sound. They are touring,
supporting other bands and getting a lot of festival interest. They are very innovative with their own
material and will probably do well on the Blues circuit as they make a very attractive couple.

What was my last Blues CDs? Mose Allison – The Complete Atlantic/Electra Albums 1962-1983
I’ve been on the lookout for some of these albums to be rereleased
for a long time and, like London Buses, they all come along at once.
In a comfortable ‘Clamshell’ case are 6 CDs (two original albums on
each) and a very detailed 36-page booklet. Mose Allison has always
been a great favourite of mine since the early sixties when I was in
a little local rock band and the leader/bass player tried, desperately,
to get us to do a few of his songs. Simple as they appeared, we
were unable to get any of them near performable so after hours of
wasted practice, we gave them up. However, they had become
imprinted on my memory like, as they say these days, an earworm.
So, to enjoy all 6 CDs, I am playing them one at a time as if they
were separate albums and this first is the two albums, ’I Don’t Worry About A Thing’ (March 1962)
and ‘Swinging Machine’ (November 1962) I’m letting a few plays of these wonderful sounds soak
in. “Play it again Mose”.

What’s on my iPod? ’44 Blues’ by Roosevelt Sykes
Interesting Blues tune this. It is an AAB style 12 bar blues i.e. the first line is sung twice (A) and then
there is a ‘resulting’ line (B)
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Also, it has the ‘Gurney Slade’ piano riff going through it which makes it memorable and unusual for
an early Blues tune. It is a 1920s Louisiana instrumental that Little Brother Montgomery originally
picked up and Lee Green heard it and taught it to Roosevelt Sykes who then added words and
recorded it. The other two then recorded it under different titles, one being ‘Vicksboro Blues’. Many
have recorded this, and a very good version is by Hugh Laurie (sung magnificently on his version
by Vincent Henry). Howlin’ Wolf also recorded ’44 blues’
My Roosevelt Sykes version comes from the CD ‘Midnight Steppers’
Dave Parker

A little country footnote: In the last issue, Country Round-up which follows my piece, was
about Jim Reeves. It reminded me that when I was in a semi pro R & R band (early ‘60s) we got
lots of work from the Local American Bases, High Wycombe, Benson, Greenham Common,
Mildenhall and Fairford (I’m not sure of all these). We were popular because we used a Melodica
(a green and crème mouth operated keyboard that sounded like a harmonica) and we played a lot
of Johnny and the Hurricanes stuff. The Americans loved that. We were booked in to play at
Wycombe American base at the top of Marlow Hill but when we arrived, we were told another band
had arrived and would be playing that night. We were paid, allowed to eat in the wonderful canteen
(usually steak, onions, chips and mushrooms) and, with a fleeting glance at the band coming in,
went on our way. We, later discovered, that band was an American outfit on its way to Germany,
but a slight aircraft problem had caused it to land at Naphill for overnight checks. That band included
Jim Reeves and Chet Atkins!
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 2021
20 years of Tales From The Woods
It's hard to believe that the varied and slightly eccentric group of music obsessives known as Tales
From The Woods is now 20 years old, but it is. And to mark this landmark the group's unelected
leader Keith Woods put on yet another show at the 100 Club - his first such venture since the
beginning of lockdown.
The show featured several acts who have performed
at previous shows, plus some who haven't, and once
again featured the excellent Tales From The Woods
house band led by guitarist John Spencely and
featuring Claire Hamlin on keyboards and Jeff Tuck
on drums. Attendance was rather thin (and
somewhat on the senior side) but those who were
there enjoyed a varied show with a number of first
rate performances. I
arrived slightly late,
but in time to see
Richie Milton and friends, who played a mixture of Cajun numbers
and skiffle, including 'Rock Island Line', 'Deep Down In My Shoes'
and 'Freight Train', which was well performed by singer Linda Hall.
Richie himself was active in the UK blues scene for many years and
his current band included an accordion player, who brought the
Cajun numbers to life.
Next up was another singer who has been around
the UK blues scene for many years, and one I hadn't
seen before, Honey B Mama. Known as Hackney's
'Queen of the Blues' Honey's alter ego is Cleo
Sylvestre and she was an actress and a friend of
Brian Jones of the Rolling Stones back in the sixties.
He asked her to be the singer in the band he was
planning to form when he left the Stones, only for his
death to stop that idea in its tracks. Honey's band,
which included an excellent piano player, began with
a slow Bessie Smith song, 'Jailhouse Blues' and her
set
included
'Sweet
Home
Chicago', 'Midnight Special' and 'Let's Work Together'.
The pace hotted up with the arrival on stage of the Tales From
The Woods band and the appearance of several artists who were
making return appearances to a Keith Woods show. Allan Bailey
performed a couple of Elvis numbers - 'Mess Of Blues' and 'That's
When Your Heartaches Begin' - plus one of his own.
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He was followed by Garry Mills, who had a number
of minor hits in the early sixties plus one fairly big hit
with 'Look For A Star' which was the theme for the
UK film 'Circus Of Horrors'. Garry, who hails from my
home town of West Wickham in Kent, began with his
1960 45 'Comin' Down With Love' and continued
with his first record, 'Hey Baby', the tuneful and
rather cute 'Top Teen Baby', 'Look For A Star' and
his later Decca single 'I'll Step Down'. Garry revealed
that his son Garry Junior died very recently and this
made his rendition of Buddy Holly's 'Raining In My
Heart', dedicated to his late son and his
granddaughter who was in the audience, especially
poignant and was much appreciated by the audience. He ended with a good version of 'Teddy Bear'.
An enjoyable set and his bravery in doing the show was fantastic.
Possibly the liveliest set of the night followed with the
arrival of Liverpool singer Beryl Marsden who put loads
of energy into her performance. She kicked off with
'Everything's Gonna be Alright' and her cover of Barbara
George's 'I Know' which was a Decca release for her in
1963. There followed three Shirelles numbers - 'Baby It's
You’, 'Boys' and 'Everybody Loves A Lover' - and a
bluesy version of 'Hi Heel Sneakers'. She rounded off an
exciting set with 'Whole Lotta Shakin' Going On' and
'Let's Have a Party' which got many of the audience
bopping away.
Headliner on the night was the evergreen and
always amusing Mike Berry, whose voice and guitar
playing is as clean as ever. With superb backing by
the house band, Mike ran through some well
performed covers, including 'Rock Around With Ollie
Vee', 'It's Late', More Than I can Say', ‘Brown Eyed
Handsome Man', 'Stood Up' and 'Three Steps To
Heaven'. Mike had quite a few hits of his own of
course, including his 'Tribute To Buddy Holly’, but his
humour and sheer stage presence showed just why
he remains a big name on the silver oldies circuit.

Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Jazz finds a space on FM Radio Archive Collection
https://archive.org/details/fmradioarchive
A while ago I was alerted by a respected music journalist to an internet site
where recordings of live music performances, previously aired on radio,
were being uploaded. Although the all-embracing term ‘rock music’,
particularly West Coast bands, might be applied to the majority, there are
the occasional gifts to music lovers with minority tastes in the form of jazz
and, though few and far between, blues too. It also includes shows by
deejays (including Wolfman Jack) spinning discs.
Here are a few of the jazz performances that I have listened to:
Guitarist Wes Montgomery frequently performed with pianist
Wynton Kelly and his trio in the 1960s, and recorded the highly
regarded live album Smokin’ At The Half Note in 1965, although
three of its five tracks were actually studio recordings. No such
exception applies to their 1966 live performance at the Penthouse
in Seattle, when Wes lights up the six numbers on which he
appears, sitting out the rest of the set.
By the time 1975 arrived, Thelonious Monk was experiencing the
health and mental problems that shortly were to bring his career to
an end. However, there was nothing lacking in the performance
of the quartet in New York as part of the Newport Jazz Festival.
That should not be unexpected as Paul Jeffrey (tenor sax) and
Larry Ridley (bass) performed regularly with Monk from 1970 to 1975, and the drummer was his
son T.S. Monk. The five numbers recorded here subsequently appeared on an album called The
Last Concerts.
Terence Blanchard (trumpet) and Donald Harrison (alto sax), both born in New Orleans, were
also members of Art Blakey’s band during the early 1980s, leaving in 1986 to form their own group.
They were recorded at the 1988 Spring Festival in the Bay Area, when their band included Chico
Freeman (tenor sax) and Delfeayo Marsalis (trombone). The twenty-one minutes long Forbidden
Dreams is the pick of the three numbers played.
The 1991 performance of the Modern Jazz Quartet at the
Monterey Jazz Festival saw the group still with the regular lineup that had come together in 1955: John Lewis (piano), Percy
Heath (bass), Connie Kay (drums), and Milt Jackson (vibes).
Their success as a concert hall band playing ‘chamber jazz’ was
viewed negatively in some quarters, but they could all swing and
there was always the blues influence of Milt Jackson. For
Ellington and Rocking In Rhythm, which bookend the concert, are
prime examples. Sadly, a year later Connie Kay had a stroke,
and he died in 1994 with the band finally calling it a day in 1997.
The website is slowly being added to, reaching in excess of five
hundred postings when I last looked. One drawback that I am
aware of is the lack of an artist index. Instead, the files are sorted by the year of broadcast, which
makes it a challenge to find something by any specific artist. Also, the bit rate may vary, if you are
concerned about the suchlike.
But if you share the obsessive music gene, it won’t matter at all.
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL AND MORE

Many people have often asked me. Hey Soulboy how come you’re always bouncing, and so full of
beans first thing in the morning, after a heavy night of drinking 🍺🍺🍺. Simple. I just put on the
turntable Buster and Eddie, ‘Can’t Be Still’. Class 1518. “Every-time I hear soulful music, I can’t be
still, I am like a man with ants in his pants, I can’t be still. The feeling moves from my head down to
my feet, I can’t be still, Cos I wanna dance, hip shakin’ when you hear that soulful beat you can’t
be still”. 🕺🏿🕺🏿🕺🏿 Try it.
DAVE ALEXANDER
Soulboy was feeling the need for some blues. A wander down
blues alley, I dug out this well played album.
DAVE ALEXANDER... “THE RATTLER” Arhoolie 1972.
There Ought To Be A Law. I've always been amused by this
rolling boogie track. I guess when he jotted this ditty down he was
really pissed off with his female companions.
Quote from the sleeve notes "I had two women in mind when I
wrote that tune. They were the only two broads I ever really dug.
Once a cat lets them know he really digs them, they get
outrageous"
There ought to be a law to keep a woman from breaking your heart.
There ought to be a law, let me tell you to keep a woman from breaking your heart.
Because it hurts you so bad people when you and your woman would have to break up and part.
There ought to be a judge to sentence her to be hung until she is dead.
There ought to be a judge to sentence her to be hung until she is dead,
and let the hangman do his thing and drop a rope down over her head.
There ought to be an undertaker to dress her all down in black.
There ought to be an undertaker to dress the woman down in black
Put in her coffin let me tell you I do mean lay her dead on her back.
There ought to be an avalanche to drop her into her burying ground.
There ought to be an avalanche, let me tell you, to drive the woman down to her burying ground,
and four pull bearers drop the woman six feet down.
There ought to be a law, to keep a woman from breaking your heart
You live in them mini skirts with her pretty big legs, make you feel so bad
when you and your woman have to break up and part.
There ought to be a law.....
Dave Alexander Elam was born 10 March 1938 in Shreveport, Louisiana. He first became interested
in the piano after hearing Albert Ammons on Randy's Record show over WLAC, around 1945.
After being discharged from the navy in 1958 he settled in Oakland, California. He played all over
the west coast and met up with Bobby 'Sunny' Hebb. They hung out together for a couple of years
doing the San Diego bar scene. Bobby was apparently hot on spoons and ukulele.
In 1968, possibly another link to our words, he was seriously wounded in a domestic quarrel. During
his hospitalization he started writing his own material.
In 1968 he cut his first sides for World Pacific, the album OAKLAND BLUES, and two albums for
Arhoolie, THE RATTLER 1972, DIRT IN THE GROUND 1973. A name change in 1976 when he
became known as Omar The Magnificent.
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Who recorded these soul corkers first, and who from soul covered it.
Original version first.
BURNING LOVE : Arthur Alexander 1971 - Elvis Presley 1972.
GROOVY SITUATION : Mel & Tim 1969 - Gene Chandler 1970.
I’M YOUR PUPPET : Dan Penn 1965 - James & Bobby Purify 1966.
TELL MAMA : Clarence Carter 1966 - Etta James 1967.
YOU'RE NO GOOD : Dee Dee Warwick 1963 - Betty Everett 1963.
TWIST & SHOUT : The Top Notes 1962 - The Isley Brothers 1962.
EVERLASTING LOVE : Robert Knight 1967 - Carl Carlton 1974.
MISTY BLUE : Wilma Burgess 1966 - Dorothy Moore 1975.
MUSTANG SALLY : Sir Mack Rice 1965 - Wilson Pickett 1966.
MY DING-A-LING : Dave Bartholomew 1952 - The Bees with a sensational version, under the title
‘Toy Bell’ 1954 - Chuck Berry 1972.
LOOKIN’ FOR A LOVE : The Valentinos (with Bob) 1962 - Bobby Womack 1974.
SHE’S LOOKING GOOD : Rodger Collins 1977 - Wilson Pickett 1968.
TRAMP : Lowell Fulsome 1966 - Otis Redding/Carla Thomas 1967.

IT’S IN HIS KISS : Merry Clayton 1963 - Betty Everett 1963.
LAND OF A 1000 DANCES : Chris Kenner 1963 - Wilson Pickett 1966.
FUNKY BROADWAY : Dyke & The Blazers 1967 - Wilson Pickett 1967.
AIN’T NOBODY HOME : Howard Tate 1966 - B B King 1972.
CALIFORNIA SUN : Joe Jones 1961 - The Riviera's 1964.
HEY THERE LONELY BOY : Ruby & The Romantics - Eddie Holman is now looking for a Lonely
Girl in 1969.
In 1996 a guy called Gerry Woo released an acceptable version of Hey There Lonely Girl. Instead
of Holman’s soaring falsetto, Mr Woo provides a light tenor vocal delivery that handles the number
competently along with a sympathetic backing, complete with full instrumentation. Nice
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CD REVIEW
CHUCK BERRY : BIO/CHUCK BERRY ‘75 (BGO)
As we know the late Chuck Berry was (and still is) massively
influential on the music industry.
These are his last two albums for Chess records from 1973
& 1975, although not his greatest recordings they have long
been favourites in the Soul Kitchen.
BIO contains just seven tracks, all of them original little
known Berry compositions. Opening track BIO is a great
Chicago Blues item, with Chuck charting his early life
through to his fame (his words).
CHUCK BERRY ‘75 is a mixture of Berry originals, just
three. The rest of the 13 tracks being cover versions of rock
and pop songs like, ‘I Just Want To Make Love To You’,
‘High Heal Sneakers’ ‘Swanee River’, ‘You Are My
Sunshine’, ‘South Of The Border’, ‘My Babe’ and ‘Shake
Rattle and Roll’ etc.
Great value double CD. Perfect in car entertainment while searching for fuel.
LOST SOULS
Sadly even more passings. If not already covered elsewhere in the mag, all will have fully deserved
obituaries in the next issue. Dean Parris/Lou Courtney/James Harman/Melvin Dunlap/Pee Wee
Ellis/Mark Bynum/James Dues Jr/Walter L Jones etc.
UNGRATEFUL CAT 😸 CLASSIC OF THE ISSUE

Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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continues to revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a current relevance.
Our third troll through the archives of Not Fade Away magazine to appear in our BackTrack series
is an interview held in the late ‘70s with songwriter singer, Mort Shuman, who partnered fellow
songsmith Doc Pumas on countless hit records, classic rhythm & blues, Rock’n’Roll.
Another priceless, rare piece of roots music history.
Thank you again to former owner and editor of NFA allowing

access. Keith Woods.

MORT SHUMAN IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN PARIS
by Spencer Leigh, published in issue 15 1979.
I doubt if anyone has had a more perplexing career than Mort
Shuman. Why should a very successful American songwriter
suddenly turn his back on it all? How did he come to emerge years
later as one of France's lop singers? Our understanding of this
curious transformation has not been helped by Shuman's
reluctance to discuss it. “I had a monstrous reaction to the blatant
commerciality of all I did. It's only in recent years that I’ve started to
like what I have done in the past, and now I appreciate it.”
Facts on Mort Shuman are hard to come by. I asked him to confirm that he was born on 12th
November 1936. “No, it was 1938. Don't try and make me older than I am. It's hard enough being a
40-year-old rocker.” He was born in Brighton Beach. the part of Brooklyn furthest from New York. It
was a dying area and he wrote about it in his song 'Brooklyn By The Sea'.
Mort studied music and found he could
write songs. How did he meet up with
his partner Jerome 'Doc' Pomus? 'A
cousin of his was the girlfriend of my
best friend. I used to sing at parties
where people were dancing and
mucking about. I was told about this
cousin who was a rhythm and blues
singer and that he might have some
contacts who could help me. I saw Doc
and played him my songs and he said,
“They're very nice but they're not the
type of thing that I write myself.” Doc
gave me an appointment to see Herb
Abramson at Atlantic. I think he must
have rung Doc back because a couple
of days later Doc rang me up and said,
“Why don't we try and do some things
together?”
Doc had been writing for Atlantic acts like Joe Turner and Ray Charles and, despite being
handicapped, he made records himself. “Doc had polio when he was six and he walked on crutches.
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Although he was a very heavy man, he had a wonderful way for his size. He could manoeuvre very
well and I only saw him in a wheel-chair once or twice.”
DIDN'T SELL
But Doc's records didn't sell for another reason. Most rhythm and blues songs were considered too
raunchy to sell. “Doc was pure rhythm and blues and there was a lot of difficulty in getting songs
placed because they were too earthly or funky for that time. Doc was 17 or 18 years older than me
and I helped him water them down a bit. The songs we wrote for the Drifters were the culmination
of what we were trying to do.”
Doc Pomus and Mort Shuman wrote many successes for the Drifters like 'This Magic Moment',
Sweets For My Sweet', 'I Count The Tears' and 'Save The Last Dance For Me'. “We worked very
closely with their producers Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller. They’d let us know when they had a
session coming up and we'd write songs for it. 'Save The Last Dance For Me' was just one more
song; we didn't think we'd written a classic. It nearly wasn't released as they couldn't mix it properly.
They kept it in the can and weren't going to put it out. Finally, they put out something that they were
more or less satisfied with.”
I advanced the popular theory that 'Save The Last Dance For Me' was in reality produced by Leiber
and Stoller's apprentice. Phil Spector. “No, that's definitely untrue. He wasn't around at the time. He
came on the scene later on. and he was more involved with Ben E. King's solo records. Doc wrote
songs with him like 'Ecstasy'.”
The enticing Latin rhythms of 'Save The Last Dance For Me' have made the song a standard. “A lot
more people have recorded 'Save The Last Dance For Me' than I could possibly be aware of. I am
amazed at the number of versions that there have been. “Not many have been very original, but I
loved Nilsson's version which was produced bs John Lennon. They slowed the tempo right down.
When I recorded that song a year or two ago for a French album, I copied their arrangement.”
ANOTHER VERSION
Another version of 'Save The Last Dance For Me', this time by Jerry Lee Lewis, has recently been
unearthed and there has been speculation as to whether the unnamed vocalist helping Jerry Lee
out is Elvis Presley. Doc Pomus has declared “I am sure it is Elvis”. What does Mort think? “There
has been a big brouhaha in France over this record too. I have absolutely no information about it at
all. I saw what Doc said about it and that's okay by me if he wants to say that. I don't think I'd be so
definite. You thought it was P.J. Proby, and you could be right.”
Mort knows first-hand about how to take off Elvis. “I'd be in the studio practically every week and I
worked with four or five musicians. I must have done about 500 songs. I have a lot of the old dubs
here. Every once in a while we sit around and play them for fun. The songs I did for Presley are
great fun to listen to because I tried to impersonate him.”
Elvis started recording Pomus-Shuman songs when he returned from his army service in 1960. “The
first one Elvis did of ours was 'A Mess Of Blues' which in the States was on the other side of 'It's
Now Or Never'. That and 'His Latest Flame' are my favourites. LaVern Baker did a cover of 'Little
Sister' called 'Hey, Memphis!' which was quite unusual as it was a black singer covering a white
one. Usually it was the other way around.”
Their other compositions for Presley included 'Surrender', 'Viva Las Vegas'. ‘Kiss Me Quick' and
'Suspicion'. What were his requirements? “There were things that we had to do. For example, Elvis
would never sing a song unless it was in the first person. He always wanted very personal songs
that he could be involved in and you'd be wasting your time sending him anything else. And then
we knew that there were certain things that would please him. At the end of a refrain, he liked to
have a phrase that he could sing by himself before the rhythm came in. We always tried to see he
got that.”
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It's known that Elvis Presley sometimes took a songwriting credit for songs he had no hand in writing
as songwriters had to decide between 100% of nothing and 50% of something. “That never
happened with us but I have no doubt that there must have been some kickback. Some money must
have passed under the table but I have no idea what. I was very ignorant on things like that and I
left the business side in the hands of Doc.”
Despite the rather dubious business methods employed by Elvis Presley and his advisers, Elvis
was generous to a fault. Or was he? “I know it's said that Elvis Presley was very generous and gave
Cadillacs to his friends, but I wrote several of his hits and he never even sent me a card for
Christmas. I never really understood why. Well. maybe I did. I was into my anti-American thing then
and I never wanted to go to Nashville or Memphis. I'm sorry now that I never met him. A few years
ago I thought I would really like to meet him, not to pass him songs or anything like that but just to
talk to him, and he died before I could do anything about it.”
WONDERFUL
I was surprised to hear of Mort's aversion to America. His songs showed how romantic growing up
in America could be. “No, we used to write songs that were made-to-measure like Savile Row tailors.
People would say that they wanted this to be done this way or that, and we'd try and make them a
little bit original. But Doc and I arrived at the tail-end of a wonderful period. It was a transitional
period where nothing of vital importance was happening. I was disinterested long before the new
things came out, that is Dylan and the Beatles.”
Pomus and Shuman wrote for Fabian. a young boy who is often cited as the worst singer to ever
make gold records. “I met Fabian two or three times and he was a sweet kid. He was not
presumptuous at all. I suppose he knew that he was good-looking and that was why it happened.
We'd written 'I'm A Man and 'Turn Me Loose' with the old-style Elvis in mind, or for that matter any
other raunchy Rock’n’Roll singer. Fabian couldn't sing those lyrics and so Doc changed them into
something teeny bopperish. Fabian wasn't allowed to sing anything that was sexually oriented.”
I reminded Mort of the time he himself came to England and sang 'I'm A Man' on ITV. “I can't
remember what I sang but I'm sure it was really horrible. I made my first trip to London in 1959 or
1960 and the producer Jack Good insisted I performed on 'Oh Boy!' and 'Boy Meets Girls'. It was
the first time I'd ever done anything like that. I don't remember too much about it but I do remember
going out with Adam Faith and getting roaring pissed!”
Mort and Doc had songs recorded by British artists including a cover version of 'Turn Me Loose’ by
Adam Faith. 'It's Been Nice' by Marty Wilde and 'People Gonna Talk' by Joe Brown. However. their
real successes came with American acts including Del Shannon's 'You Never Talked About Me',
U.S. Bonds' 'Seen Da Weekend', Jimmy Clanton's 'Go Jimmy Go' (originally rejected by Bobby
Rydell as 'Go Bobby Go') and Andy Williams' 'Can't Get Used To Losin' You'.
Dion, with and without the Belmonts, recorded several Pomus-Shuman songs. “Dion was one of the
great ones and his own worst enemy. He was very, very good but he was never really satisfied with
anything that he did. He was constantly searching, trying to find himself, and so he never really
achieved the real heights. I'm sorry about that because he had so much sensitivity in his voice and
he was a very sweet person. He had a semi-hit with his first song for Laurie 'I Wonder Why' and we
were asked to write something a little sweeter and more romantic to suit his plaintive voice. That's
how we wrote 'A Teenager In Love' and I sang it at the piano to him and the Belmonts with all the
oohs and aahs in and they loved it.”
Did that mean that Shuman wrote the music and Doc the words? “We didn't divide it: we used to
put 'Words and music by Pomus and Shuman'. But Doc was certainly much stronger lyrically than I
was. I probably had a better grasp of pure music techniques. I was at the piano most of the time
and so I probably fashioned the music more.”
That being so, it's a little unusual to find a man of nearly 40 asking 'Why must I be a teenager in
love?' “In 1959 I was just about 20, and at 20 you don't want to write about being a teenager. At
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least I didn't. You need to be a bit older to write lyrics like that. Much of the credit for those songs
goes to Doc”.
And at first Mort's songwriting was little more than a hobby. “I was completely a part-time songwriter.
I stayed at university because I thought that it was best to have an education. It hasn't helped me
at all, but I did leave before I had to specialise. I guess you'd call what I did Liberal Arts.”
FRUSTRATED
And, when in the business full time, Mort found himself as frustrated as Dion. “I was walking through
it all like a sleepwalker. It was so depressing. I was completely disillusioned with the crass
commerciality of the whole thing. I also had wanderlust. I went to England, to Paris, to Mexico, to
Spain, to Israel and to the Caribbean. Around 1964 I was dying to chuck it all in. pick up a guitar
and go on the road, just like Jack Kerouac.”
Mort settled in England. “You can only stop writing for so long. I was forced into writing again but
my output was practically nil. I wrote three or four songs a week with Doc, but now I only managed
10 or 15 songs in two years. I wrote with Kenny Lynch and Clive Westlake, who were wonderful
mates. 'Sha-La-La-La-Lee' was the result of a direct challenge. Somebody bet me that I couldn't
write another Rock'n'Roll song again and that’s what I came up with.”
Those few songs included the Hollies' 'Here I Go Again' and Cilla Black's 'Love's Just A Broken
Heart' for which the songwriting credits read Shuman-Vendome-Lynch. “How the hell did she get in
there? Ah, now I remember. I wrote the melody in France and Michelle Vendome put some French
lyrics to it. We didn't do anything with the song but when I did an English version, we had to put her
name on it as well.”
The biggest hit of that time as with 'Little Children'. “I wasn't very keen on the way Billy J. Kramer
sang it but his was the original version. I still like that song very much, and it was mostly written by
J. Leslie McFarland who was one of the great unknown talents. He wrote very few hits. I think his
only other big one was 'Stuck On You' for Elvis Presley. But he had beautiful ideas both lyrically and
melodically and his songs were fabulous for their time. He wrote one song about 'weeds growing in
the garden of love' but how can you interest Elvis Presley in a song called 'Weeds'? He was a crazy
character. He stole a mummy from a museum and took it on a bus. He stole a horse from a mounted
policeman and took it into a cinema. He flew a plane although he'd never tried to fly one before. He
was a great character but he did drink a lot. I hate to think where he is now.”
Mort went from England to France. “Of course, I knew French artists like Edith Piaf, Georges
Brassens and Charles Trenet, but I was played some records by someone who worked for Barclay
Records and they were by artists that I hadn't heard of. One of the albums was by Jacques Brel and
I thought it was super. I just had to find out what he was singing about, and then I had to translate
it.”
What was so special about Brel? “Brel wrote about things that you didn't hear people singing about.
He sang of things that you normally only found in philosophy or novels. His songs were unbelievable.
He was obsessed by death and he'd be asking questions about what it was like to die. They were
such personal songs. By that time, Bob Dylan and the Beatles were doing things, interesting things,
but I was much more impressed by Brel. I showed his songs to my music publisher in the States
and he told me that people didn't want to hear that type of thing on record. That only made me more
determined.”
Mort Shuman compiled and performed in a stage revue 'Jacques Brel Is Alive And Well And Living
In Paris'. After New York, it came to London and I well remember Mort revelling in the delights of
'Funeral Tango' and being impassioned by 'Amsterdam'. Several of his translations were recorded
by Scott Walker who had a British hit with 'Jackie'.
Mort Shuman made a solo album 'My Death' (Reprise RS 6358) which was only released in
America. 'It was an absolutely crazy album. It was far too esoteric and sold about seven copies. It
didn't bother me. I knew that it wouldn't sell because it had absolutely no commercial value.”
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He decided to move permanently to France. 'I came over here because I wanted to live in Paris. I
like their way of life and my idea was to write musical comedies and for the cinema, but the people
I knew best worked in record companies, so I made records. But, believe me, I had no desire to
become a singer.”
Mort's first French album ‘Amerika' sold very well and he had a No 1 single with 'The Western Shore'
('Le Lac Majeur'). A romantic album 'Voila Comment' followed, and the next album 'Des Chansons
Sentimentales' contained an English song ‘Rock Maker' on which he looked back on his Hill and
Range days and sang of his friendship with Bobby Darin.
My favourite album is his ‘Imagine' which contains his revival of ‘Save The Last Dance For Me'. The
melodies throughout the album are very strong and as the lyrics are printed on the sleeve you can
pick up the gist of the material with a French dictionary. “I don't write the French lyrics myself. It's
very hard to write lyrics in another language. Okay, you can write lyrics in a pidgin-type English
because you can be direct and simple, but French is full of nuances and I don't feel qualified.
Sometimes I write a song in English but then I'll give it to someone else to translate.”
Mort did write some English lyrics for his Rock’n’Roll score for the film ‘A Nous Les Petites
Anglaises!'. “It was absolutely super. I came over for a few days when they were filming in Ramsgate
and the whole thing was fantastic. There had been an ad in the local paper asking for rockers for
one sequence and so many people turned up. They were fabulous and I loved doing that film.”
A single of 'Sorrow' from the film was released here, but otherwise Mort Shuman's records are not
available in the U.K. It's a pity because many French singers have been successful here and Mort,
you feel, should have a head start. “I’ve thought about making an album in English of course, but if
I did an album, I guess I’d have to make it in the Slates and then I'd have to do the whole thing of
promoting it and then I'd have to do the whole thing of promoting it and doing concerts there. I don't
want to do that, I would, however, love to do some concerts in England but I'm pretty lazy. I don't
like touring. I did a hundred dates last year. After a while there's nothing creative in it. It becomes a
way of making money. You can't really give on the fiftieth night what you gave on the first: at least,
I can't. I know I'll never tour like that again.”
FOR BOBBY DARIN
It would be nice if this feature prompted Phonogram to release a compilation of Mort's work here
and possibly arrange some concerts. It's significant that when I asked Mort about doing some songs
in English. He immediately asked which songs l thought were best. He may remain in Paris but I'm
sure he'd like to taste our charts.
Mort’s most recent albums are 'My Name Is Mortimer' which has a fine gatefold sleeve with
photographs covering his life, and 'Le Negre Blanc' which includes ‘Sorry, I'm Sorry', a French
version of a song written for Bobby Darin called 'Sorrow Tomorrow'. I am now completely hooked
on his work and if you have any friends in France, I would urge you to seek an album or two out.
This interview was over the telephone. Mort didn't know that Ralph McTell had recently recorded a
Cajun version of 'Save The Last Dance For Me'. As luck would have it. I was seeing McTell that
evening and I played Mort his version. “Tell him it's absolutely super: it's one of the most original
versions that I’ve heard.” Mort had told me that he had been out of contact with Doc Pomus for six
or seven years, and that evening when I told a delighted Ralph McTell he said “You know, I was in
Greenwich Village about two months ago at a folk club and Doc was there in the audience. I think
he came every week.”
A fuller version of this interview with Mort Shuman in which Mort talks about Jacques Brel and
discusses his French albums is being published in September by Raven Books in 'Stars In My Eyes’,
a collection of interviews by Spencer Leigh.
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Widen your rockabilly horizons with a collection label bosses
confess are lesser known. Which means an introduction to
some new sounds from some fresh artists, albeit rooted in the
fifties.
Compiler Marcus Juarez has dug deep into his vast collection
to introduce you to 28 acts who may not have bothered the
charts at the time, but are high quality all the same.
Jimmy Copeland and the J-Teens, John Wortham and Bobby
Chandler are among the many who recorded gems for tiny
labels like B&K, Peach and OJ which limited their chances of
high sales.
One of the few known names is Buzz Clifford who scored with the novelty Baby Sitting Boogie.
However, his cut here, amusingly titled Pididdle (The Car With The One Light) is a storming rocker,
worth buying the whole CD for this alone. I've selected repeat play, so leave me alone for an hour
or so.
John Howard

The aim of this series, ably curated by Marcus Juarez, is to bring together obscure Rock’n’Roll and
rockabilly that has not appeared on any collections, anywhere. The result is a three 28 track CDs
featuring B sides, cover versions, near and no hits, and some bigger names among the otherwise
disappeared foot soldiers in the Rock’n’Roll wars.
That's not to say there are no pleasant surprises, and no classics among them.
Volume 5 opens with the storming Wigwam Willie by Carl Phillips that should be in every flat-top
collection of those with a right to a one inch turnup on their levis, and following it is The Rock-ATeens treasured flip of Woo Hoo, a vocal number titled Doggone It Baby, a one-time club level floorfiller.
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So there are gems to be found for those who look. Jett Powers with Go Girl Go on Volume 4 is now
known to be PJ Proby/James Marcus Smith on his first nom de disque, The Champs could hardly
be described as obscure with the Dave Burgess penned Alley Cat, and Link Wray is a guitar star no
matter who is leading the vocals on Mary Ann on Volume 3.
But whatever happened to Little E and the Mello-Tone Three, The Coachmen or Otto Bash and his
Rhythm Rockers will remain a mystery.
So, if you must own every Rock’n’Roll record ever cut, here's a harvest of newbies for you to enjoy.
If not, there are some great pin-ups in the sleeve art.
John Howard

You get much more than 28 music tracks on this excellent
themed compilation of vintage black artists performing material
referencing marching men, Uncle Sam and GIs in the US Army.
Compiler Little Victor Mac is a black history buff and his
extremely detailed sleeve notes tell the little known history of the
black man in times of war, and the girls he left behind.
It's a salute to the African-Americans who fought in World War
2, the Korean War and Vietnam despite an absence of Civil
Rights back home.
You can see the picture from tracks like the opener Guitar Slim's
A Letter to My Girlfriend, JB Lenoir's I'm in Korea, and Brownie McGee's Swing Boy Swing.
There's some familiar cuts, like The Shirelle's Soldier Boy and Lloyd Price's Mailman Blues, and
well-known names like Muddy Waters, Ella Fitzgerald and Jimmy Witherspoon, but for me the most
poignant number is from a personal favourite act of mine, Cousin Joe who threatens to kill his wife's
lover while he is serving overseas.
Particular credit to Little Victor for failing to include Fats Domino's Korean War Blues, which would
have fitted the brief, but is arguably Fats' worst record thanks to a less than appropriate moodwrecking trumpet solo from producer Dave Bartholomew.
John Howard

The Green Book of the title is the publication which detailed
black-friendly hotels and boarding houses to guide African
Americans where to stay on their travels, and it inspired not only
this series but also a major Hollywood film.
Every track is car-related, from Chuck Berry's No Money Down
to BB King's Highway Bound, from Marie Adams Ain't Car Crazy
to Richard Berry's Heaven on Wheels.
Every act is black, from Baby Warren to Gus Jenkins, and
musically we have straight Rock’n’Roll, jump blues,
instrumentals, harmony vocal groups and lots of other good stuff
hand-picked by compiler Little Victor Mac.
A bonus comes with his detailed sleeve-notes, on this occasion celebrating Garrett Morgan, the
African-American who patented traffic lights.
John Howard
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Disc jockeys tasked with playing at motor shows need look no
further than this excellent collection which gives them every carthemed track in jump blues you can imagine.
In this final collection, you'll find Muddy Waters' Tiger in Your
Tank, Junior Wells' I Need Me a Car, John Lee Hooker's Taxi
Driver and dozens of others.
Other familiar names include The Clovers, Roy Brown, Lightnin'
Slim and The Bobbettes.
The Green Book era stretched from the thirties to the sixties, as
does the music, and this edition of the series is dedicated to
stock car's first two black drivers Charlie and Wendell Scott back
in the fifties.
Every track deserves a green light.
John Howard

The wealth of rockin' music that comes from the state of Louisiana is underlined by the fact that 8
compilation CDs have emerged featuring sounds of the state without hesitation, deviation or
repetition (to coin a phrase).
Incidentally, the volume numbering relates to the whole series of Southern Bred Rockers, while the
New Orleans and Louisiana is a sub-set.
Just weeks after I suggested both Nellie Lutcher and Louis Prima warranted inclusion in the series,
ace compiler Mark Armstrong has included both in this latest must-have batch.
Nellie is represented by He's a Real Gone Guy, (vol. 19) and in a duet with Nat King Cole on For
You My Love (vol. 20)
The latter was not only released in the UK, it was reissued in the seventies on Capitol and it's a
driving mid-tempo rocker that should be in every collection.
The major acts are all here including Fats Domino, Shirley and Lee, Smiley Lewis, Lloyd Price,
Eddie Bo and Sam Butera. But, as is usual, there are more obscure artists and numbers that make
this an essential purchase for anyone who believes they are complete on music from The Crescent
City and points west.
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Two Crows and The Diggers, Lennie LaCour, Blazer Boy, The Kidds and The Big Rocker are all
new names to me, but they are more than welcome on my turntable.
There are myriad other reasons for snapping up all eight volumes, not least that the compilations
do not necessarily concentrate on the best known tracks by the artists concerned. For Billy Tate, for
example, little is known by him other than Single Life, a Fats Domino sound-a-like, so it is included.
But Cookie and Cupcakes’ I'm Twisted was a B side, so has escaped compilations thus far, while
Shelton Dunaway's take on Cindy Lou is not the best known version, but it is definitely the original,
because he wrote it.
Anyone who believes Buddy Holly or Bill Haley were the first rockers to write their own material
should check out material here from the early fifties, when Tommy Ridgely, Little Sonny Jones and
Clarence Garlow were recording their self-penned songs.
It goes without saying the production standards are high, the sound is perfect despite the age of the
recordings, and it's highly unlikely you will listen to these while remaining seated.
John Howard

Jobs, bosses, paydays and the working man are the themes
holding together this 28 tracker of African-American acts who
cut mainly in the fifties. Stars include Louis Jordan, Buster
Brown, John Lee Hooker and Jimmy Reed, while farther down
the bill are the lesser known but still excellent Chico Leverett,
B.Brown and His Rockin' McVouts and Long Tall Lester.
Chuck Berry's Let It Rock was an obvious but superb selection,
while Little Willie Littlefield's Happy Payday always make me
feel as happy as he sounds.
You get two versions of Blue Monday, its originator Smiley Lewis
and the hitmaker Fats Domino while Buster Brown celebrates
the man with the hammer, John Henry. There's a lone female, Mississippi Matilda who offers Hard
Working Woman, while Preacher Stephens considers the loss of a job in Unemployment Blues.
I guess compiler Little Victor Mac is saving Tommy Hunt's Work Song for volume two.
John Howard

So, what's this? A tribute to Howlin' Wolf? Or a band that takes
its name from him?
None of the above. It's a 28 track compilation of mainly uptempo,
hard driving rhythm'n'blues that takes its title from a Kid Thomas
track entitled Wolf Pack. Mystery solved.
Artists include the Wolf himself with the Chess label release I
Didn't Know, Walter "Shaky Jake" Horton from the Cobra label,
Lighnin' Slim with Rooster Blues, one of a number of cuts culled
from the estimable Excello label, and Chicago's Billy Boy Arnold,
who claims I Ain't Got No Money.
Not a duff track, as you would expect from a collection curated
by Little Victor Mac, whose brief sleeve-notes explain the link between the numbers he chose, which
is the omnipresence of harmonica.
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My favourite track, and it will always be the case on any compilation that includes it, is Papa
Lightfoot's Wine, Women and Whisky with its distinctive drone. Great stuff.
John Howard

The theme is the green, and with 30 tracks we're only scratching
the surface of songs featuring the scratch. Some big names
among the discoveries, too.
No compilation with this theme should be without Barrett
Strong's original of the much-covered Money (That's What I
Want), The Clovers' Your Cash Ain't Nothing But Trash, Ray
Charles' Greenbacks and Clyde McPhatter's Money, Honey,
and so here they are.
But co-ordinator Little Victor Mac likes to dig deep into his vaults,
so we have a trio of distaff offerings from Varetta Dillar with Send
Me Some Money, Memphis Minnie with Million Dollar Blues and
Camille Howard's Money Blues.
Other known names include Johnny Ace, John Lee Hooker, Stick McGhee and Sonny Boy
Williamson but although Freddie Carpenter, Willie Jones and Eugene Lee may be less familiar, their
selections here more than match the offerings from the stars.
Excellent sleeve note on Black History from the compiler, and an eye-catching sleeve showing
boxing champ Muhammed Ali apparently robbing a bank!, Superb value for money, btw.
John Howard

Not a single musical problem among the 30 tracks on this
compilation, sub-titled The Cheater. Big Names like Del
Shannon, with the original cut of the Elvis hit His Latest Flame,
Ray Charles with his eccentric but danceable take on the Everly
Brothers' Bye Bye Love, and Dion's I Was Born to Cry are
among lesser known names like Bobby De Soto, Roy Rector
and Bob Vidone who are equally listenable.
The collection is book-ended by two alarming cuts. The gunshot
and piercing scream at the start of track one, Charles Glass'
Screamin' and Dyin' (And Rollin' on the Floor) will give you a
heart attack, while the lachrymose Dave Rich will break your
heart with the mournful Our Last Night Together.
Top rockers for me include Lou Josie and The Spinners with the rock solid Why Did You Leave Me
from Argo label in 1958, Rita Zell's I Don't Understand You No More, and Wilbert Harrison's Linda
Lou sound-alike Cheatin' Baby.
But between the rockabilly, pop, blues, country and jivers, there's just one small criticism to be
made.
Do Not Commit Adultery is Commandment 7, not Commandment 8. Back to your Bible, compiler
Mark Armstrong.
John Howard
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If you don't know, Popcorn is a term to describe mid-tempo dance music featuring hits and
obscurities from the fifties to the mid-sixties. It was defined in Belgium, and spread to the world, but
non-believers might see it as a grab-bag of unrelated tracks. But that is the point.
Volume 1 opens with Little Willie John's classic Fever and goes directly to Tennessee Ernie Ford's
Sixteen Tons, and among the 28 tracks are cuts by Perry Como, The Clovers and Ben E. King.
Lesser known acts include Edgar Allen and the Po' Boys, Little Jimmy Ray and Sherri Taylor.
Playing the whole thing is like switching radio stations, so best pre-programme the CD player for
the numbers you know you like.
Volume Two opens with Louis Jordan's immortal Is You Is or Is You Ain't My Baby, and bigger
names include Charlie Rich, Frankie Laine, and Jimmy Jones' Good Timing, perhaps the only
number one best seller across the collection.
If the listener is not reeling at the variety, then volume two will really do his head in with Brit Ken
Mackintosh and The Swivel, and Brit actor and disc jockey Trevor Peacock's Decca cut Can I Walk
You Home.
Compiler Little Victor Mac, who obviously knows much more about this genre than I, dedicates the
series to the late DJ El Nino, who must have shared his knowledge.
John Howard

This 28 tracker is a guitar showcase, with some very special
axemen almost hidden. The opening track, an eccentric
arrangement of WC Handy's St Louis Blues is credited to Mickey
and Kitty, but the Mickey is in fact McHouston Baker, better
known as Micky "Guitar" Baker, session man on hundreds of
hits.
Similarly, almost uncredited, is Roebuck "Poppa" Staples, years
ahead of his time in terms of guitar sounds, on the Staples
Singers’ Wish I Had Answered, the sole gospel track in this Little
Victor Mac compilation.
It's an eclectic collection covering blues, Rock’n’Roll, vocal
group and instrumental genres.
Names you may recognise include Gatemouth Brown, Johnny Jenkins and Clarence Garlow, but,
for me, the most interesting track is Got Me a Six Button Benny by The Nite Riders from the Teen
label, with its catchy chorus. But what is a Benny? A jacket is the best bet, but why would it have
pockets in the sleeves?
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Meanwhile, Mr Bo with Heartaches and Troubles puts one in mind of BB King, Muvva Guitar
Hubbard could well be covering his near namesake Guitar Gable on the Latin flavoured Congo
Mombo, and Curley Page is solid on I Believed in a Woman.
There are no average tracks at all and part of the fun of listening to the whole thing is waiting for the
guitar solo.
John Howard

Guitar Jeff and the Creoles, Little Jacky Wayne or Dixie Dee
mean much to you? No, me neither. They are among acts on
this 26 track compilation with more in common than their
apparent obscurity. They all rock like the clappers, and given
proper promotion at the time of their mid-fifties release, they
could have been hits.
Hurry by Robbie Robbins, Please Have Mercy by Jimmy Dane
his Great Danes, and Bad News by The Rhythm Rockers
obviously emanated from tiny independent labels lacking the
ackers to grease Alan Freed's palm, and so disappeared without
trace. But the musical legacy remains, and it's a fine one.
Farris Wilder's It's All Your Fault, and Al Ferrier's No No Baby
are among the better known tracks, and if you are familiar with those, then it’s a recommendation
since most of the tracks here are their equal.
You have to feel sorry for Tony Casanova who is complaining about and to a lost love on the track
Yea! Yea! Come Another Day. "You play me dirty, but baby that's fine, and anyway you look like
Frankenstein."
Little chance of a reconciliation, methinks.
The compilation takes its title from the song Little Bitty Girl by Bill Bell and The Four Unknowns. I
fear they will remain unknown.
John Howard

Not, as you might expect from the title, a 26 track compilation
extolling the delights of just-legal lovers, but a scattergun selection
of lesser known rockabillies including Eddie Reynolds title track
that gives the collection its name.
Good though that is for fans of uptempo boppers, it's not even the
best cut on the compilation.
That accolade goes, probably, to the opener Boppin' Guitar by
Ray Melton, long-cherished on a seventies white label but there
are gems galore by names you would probably not recognise.
Flipping through the rockabilly racks at a record fair, an offering
entitled Worry, Worry, Worry by Tommy Knackin and The Four
Jets would probably not attract your attention, but it should. It's a stormer.
Always reliable Hayden Thompson presents the oft-recorded Whatcha Gonna Do with amended
lyrics and some unusual guitar fills is excellent, Eddie Clearwater has Hill Billy Blues, credited to
Clear Waters, is perhaps the best known track here, and Tell Me by Jerry Langford is a floor-fillers.
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Although some numbers are clearly inspired by other Rock’n’Roll standards, there's not a duffer
present, so buy with confidence.
John Howard

This is, in fact, a harmonica showcase, featuring some of the
best harp blues blowers from the fifties and sixties. The title
comes from a track by John Brim and his Gary Kings, but bigger
names in the genre herein include Sonny Terry, John Lee
Hooker and Buster Brown.
There's two instrumentals, Levi Seabury with Boogie Beat from
the Blues Boys Kingdom label, and Dirty Britches by an obscure
outfit calling themselves The Leap Frogs, but they sound like the
Excello house band, which is a recommendation.
Sonny Boy Williamson, believed to be an imposter, rocks up
Lloyd Price's Mailman Blues and claims he wrote it, but we can
tolerate the deception because this 1961 Ram label cut is one of the best of a great bunch collected
here by the estimable Little Victor Mac.
Slim Harpo rides on the coat tails of his huge hit I'm a King Bee with one of the soundalike followups. This one is Buzz Me Babe, and despite its cookie-cutter status, sounds good.
A nice segue is Eddie Hope and the Mannish Boys A Fool No More running into Jimmy Reed's Ain't
That Loving You Baby, since Eddie's band was often compared to the Vee Jay label master.
A great all-round compilation, highly recommended.
John Howard

Rock’n’Roll on "Caroline Flashback"
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson!
TO LISTEN TUNE IN AT

http://www.carolineflashback.co.uk/#home.html

Flashback
Pure nostalgia from the world-famous former offshore radio station
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz Firstly I’d like to thank you for all those lovely presents
handed to me upon Sunday 26th September, which coincided with my birthday,
most thoughtful of you all; clotted cream fudge, Thornton’s chocs, bitters and
real ale brewed in the County Of Buckinghamshire, to name but a few. Cards,
well-wishers by email, phone, text and on the night. Fantastic, what great people at
we are so
lucky to be among.
Next issue of this magazine (Christmas again, already?) I shall be suggesting a project for future
issues, during the course of 2022. I won’t go into detail at this moment in time (not got it fully worked
out in my head yet) but it should be within the pages of
come issue 124. In the meantime, stay
safe, don’t take chances as this world finally gets to spinning again,
Looking for live music in and around London and the Home Counties, then look no further than at
“Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll’s immaculately researched gig guide below. See you all soon gang.
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
October 2021
2
Saturday
Reuben Richards & The Jezebel Sextet Present the music of Otis Redding
Cult soul and former Orbitone artist.
Jazz Café
£15 + fees
8
Friday
Richie Milton & The Lowdown featuring Linda Hall
Fresh from TFTW gig.
Bull’s Head, Barnes £13 + fees advance, £15 door
8
Friday
Kanda Bongo Man
Infectious soukous by the man from the Congo.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £16 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/

12/13 Tuesday - Wednesday Albert Lee
Famed British roots guitarist and member of band that
backed the Everly Brothers.
Half Moon
Both Days Sold Out £26 + fees
24/25 Sunday - Monday
Jarrod Lawson
The “Blue-eyed soul boy of jazz” belatedly (thanks to COVID) promoting his second album.
Jazz Café
£20 + fees
25
Monday
Simone Felice
New York-born folk artist and former member of the Felice Brothers band.
The Lexington
£28.13
29
Friday
Nick Lowe
Another extra date added after several shows have sold out.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £45 + fees
November 2021
1
Monday
Meli’sa Morgan & Christopher Williams
Two (modern) R&B singers who saw success in late ’80s and early ’90s. No doubt singing separately and
together.
Jazz Café
£30 + fees
6 & 7 Saturday & Sunday The Black Pumas
Rising duo mixing psychedelic soul with Latin hip-hop influences.
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Saturday – rescheduled date.
Sunday – new booking.
The Roundhouse
Saturday Sold Out
£28.50 + fees
16/18 Tuesday - Thursday The Blues Chronicles
20 short films and 20 live performances re-creating a century of rhythm ‘n’ blues
Bush Hall
£25 + fees Unreserved seating
21
Sunday
Catfish Keith – 50th Anniversary Tour
American solo acoustic blues singer and songwriter celebrating his 50th UK/Ireland tour. Surely not an
anniversary?
Half Moon, Putney
£18 + fees
26
Friday
The Lost Brothers
Irish folk/country duo whose gentle harmonies have strong appeal.
Union Chapel
£20 + fees
www.americanmusicmagazine.com

December 2021
2
Thursday
Cadillac Kings
‘The UK’s premier blues roots band’, according to The Times.
Eel Pie Club at the Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£12 + advance
17
Friday
BB King Blues Band
Band line-up not mentioned, but assumed to be all/mostly alumni, plus
Michael Lee (The Voice) on vocals, although this gig does not appear on
his website.
Under The Bridge
£26.95
January 2022
17/18 Monday - Tuesday Chicago Blues Explosion
Featuring, from the Windy City, Billy Branch and John Primer
Also introducing Jamiah Rogers, plus special guest support in the shape of
Bruce Katz and Giles Robson.
100 Club
Early bird £20 + fees, General Admission £25 +
fees
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